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Abstract
The techniques of photoemission spectroscopy and normal incidence stand
ing X-ray waves have been used to study the alkali-metal promoted oxidation of
A l ( l l l ) and the adsorption site of methoxy on A l ( l l l ) respectively. The technique
of k-resolved inverse photoemission spectroscopy has also been used to investigate
the Ni(100) surface and the C, N, and 0 half-monolayer adsorption structures
on Ni(100). The techniques of low energy electron diffraction and Auger electron
spectroscopy were used in all the studies. An account of the theory for all these
techniques is given before presenting and discussing the experimental results.
The Ni(100) surface has been investigated using k-resolved inverse photoemis
sion spectroscopy (KRIPES) at two isochromat energies (huj = 10 and 11.5eV)
prior to studying the C, N and O half-monolayer adsorption structures. The
results from the clean Ni(100) surface are broadly compatible with previously re
ported studies, although no evidence for the previously reported surface resonance
feature is observed. Both C and N induce a (2 x 2) p4g ‘ clock’ reconstruction of
the Ni(100) surface, as opposed to the c(2 x 2) overlayer structure formed by a
half-monolayer of O. KRIPES results for the C and N-induced reconstructions
of Ni(100) show new adsorbate states that show little energy dispersion with the
component of momentum parallel to the surface; this represents the first such
study of this surface. The O adsorbate structure study shows evidence for an
oxygen induced antibonding state that has a dispersion similar to that observed
for the bulk s-p band. The adsorbate-induced states axe assigned to an interaction
of the adsorbate p states with the Ni d-band for C and N, and to an interaction
between the adsorbate p-states and the Ni s-p band for O.
Photoemission measurements of the A1 and Na 2p states using synchrotron
radiation have been used to investigate the influence of preadsorbed sodium on
the early stages of oxidation of A l ( l l l ) . There is a strong promotion o f the rate
of oxygen dissociation and formation of the three-dimensional oxide induced by
the presence of sodium. For the A l(lll)(-\ /3 x \/3)R30o-Na phase (correspond
ing to On ,, = 0.33ML), the A1 2p chemically shifted states characteristic of the
chemisorption precursor to oxidation seen on the Na-free surface are no longer
observed. However, in the Na 2p spectra obtained at lower Na predoses and lower
oxygen exposures, an intermediate chemically shifted peak is observed and this
appears to characterise a new oxidation precursor.
Finally, normal incidence standing X-ray waves have been used to investigate
the adsorption site of the methoxy (C H 30 -) species on A l ( l l l ) using synchrotron
radiation. The X-ray absorption in the O atom o f this species was recorded at
both the (111) and (111) normal incidence Bragg scattering conditions (at normal
and 70.5° incidence to the surface). The species was found to adsorb in a three
fold symmetric hollow site with an O-Al layer spacing of 0.70 ± 0.10A, (as found
for chemisorbed oxygen), but the site occupied is the ‘hep’ hollow- directly above
an A1 atom in the second layer, and not the ‘ fee’ hollow directly above an A1 atom
in the third layer which is occupied by chemisorbed oxygen. This clear preference
for the hep hollow site on A l ( l l l ) appears to be the first example for an adsorbate
on an otherwise clean f c c ( l l l ) surface.
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1.1

Introduction

If one looks through history texts and encyclopedias, there is plenty of evidence
for the observation and study of surface related phenomena in ancient times.
However, only in the last 30 years has there been a rapid expansion in the quantity
of work applied to studies of the properties of surfaces. In order to understand
the importance of surfaces it helps first of all to define the term surface, which
the Chambers dictionary cites as meaning the outer boundary or face o f anything.
This implies a very wide field of study with surfaces influencing and partaking in
a diversity o f events that surround us and which are often taken for granted.
Recent interest in surfaces has developed from an increased need to under
stand surface processes in technological fields such as materials science, semi-

conductor device physics and heterogenous catalysis. The surface of a solid is
generally viewed as comprising the top few atomic layers of a solid, which due to
the reduced two-dimensional periodicity have properties that differ from those of
the relatively better understood bulk solid. Furthermore, the expansion of sur
face science has been greatly facilitated by the development of ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) technology mainly as a result of the space program; a UHV environment
with a pressure less than 10~9torr is essential to keep a surface free from contam
ination b y impinging gas molecules for the time taken to conduct an experiment
(lto r r = 1.33m6ar = 133Pa).
Surface science has many techniques (sometimes confusing with their great
number o f abbreviations) which are applied to probe the chemical, structural
and electronic properties of the surface; but before introducing the techniques
relevant t o this study, it is necessary to first mention the sample itself.
To understand any problem on a large and complex scale it is desirable to
investigate it first of all on a much smaller and simpler scale. For this reason
most surface science is applied to low index single crystal surfaces - the ’ideal’
surfaces. B y determining the properties o f the clean crystal surface and observing
the effects o f physisorption and chemisorption on those properties, it may then be
possible t o apply that knowledge in understanding the more complex processes
that occu r on real surfaces; for example, in industry where reactions axe often
controlled by expensive catalysts based on elements such as platinum, it is clear
that resources and money can be saved if alternative or more efficient catalysts
can be developed.
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Prior to utilising one of the many techniques to study the surface properties,
the surface must be cleaned whilst in the vacuum. This is normally achieved
by bombarding the surface with argon ions to remove the top few atomic layers
(leaving a disordered surface) and then annealing the crystal to re-order the
surface structure. Once clean, the long range periodicity o f the crystal surface can
be determ in ed by low energy electron diffraction (LEED) which is one of the oldest
and most widely used surface characterisation techniques. The technique of Auger
electron spectroscopy (AES) is used to establish the chemical composition of the
surface, and is also used alongside LEED in characterising a surface following
adsorption.
With LEED, the other main structurai technique applied in this thesis is
normal incidence standing X-ray waves (N ISXW ), which is used here to deter
mine the adsorption site of methoxy on the A l ( l l l ) surface. Other methods of
obtaining structurai in form ation mentioned in this thesis are surface-extended Xray absorption fine structure (SEXAFS), near-edge XAFS (N EXAFS), scanning
tunnelling microscopy (STM ) and photoelectron diffraction (PhD).
To study the electronic structure of the surface, techniques can be divided into
those investigating the occupied states and those investigating the unoccupied
states. Perhaps the most widely used technique for the investigation of the occu
pied states is that of photoemission spectroscopy (PES). It is used as a probe of
core levels (as in X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (X P S )), valence levels (ultra
violet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS)), and as a probe o f the band structure
(angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (A R U PS)). Originally a distinction
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was made between UPS and XPS due to the limitations in photon energy of early
laboratory sources. This has recently been made superfluous by the introduction
o f synchrotron radiation sources [1, 2].
For a complete understanding of the electronic structure, the unoccupied
structure above the Fermi level also has to be probed. This information is ob
tained by employing the technique of inverse photoemission spectroscopy (IPES)
which is very simply the reverse of the photoemission process. If the electron
incidence angle (i.e. momentum) is well defined, then the dispersion o f the unoc
cupied states can be obtained in a similar way to the use o f the ARUPS technique
for the occupied states - this technique is known as k-resolved inverse photoe
mission spectroscopy (KRIPES).
Since the structural and electronic properties of a surface are interdependent,
there is a need to combine several techniques together with theoretical models, in
order to fully understand the surface mechanisms. G ood reviews on the surface
science techniques used or mentioned in this thesis can be found in references
[3]-[8]

1.2

Aims of this thesis

(1) To use k-resolved inverse photoemission to investigate the clean Ni(100) sur
face and then the half-monolayer coverage adsorption structures of C, N and 0 on
Ni(100). Carbon and nitrogen are known to behave very differently from oxygen
when adsorbed on Ni(100), the former causing a (2

X

2) {p4g) ’clock’ reconstruc

tion of the surface and the latter forming a simple c(2 x 2) overlayer structure.
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The clean Ni(lOO) surface and the oxygen adsorption phase have been previously
studied using KRIPES at a photon energy of 9.7eV, with no prior KRIPES study
for the carbon and nitrogen phases. For all three adsorption systems the anti
bonding states above the Fermi level and their energy dispersion with change in
wavevector parallel to the surface are probed using KRIPES, in order to deter
mine better the bonding m ech an ism s involved and give some ’fingerprint’ as to
why the different surface reconstructions occur. For the oxygen adsorption struc
ture in particular, it has been postulated that the oxygen induced antibonding
state previously observed on the (111) and (110) nickel surfaces appears at the
same energy as a direct transition between bulk states on the (100) surface at the
9.7eV isochromat energy (used in previous studies) [8]. The Ni(100)c(2 x 2 )-0
system is investigated using the KRIPES technique at higher isochromat energies
with the aim of observing the oxygen-induced antibonding state.
(2) To investigate the alkali-promoted oxidation of A l ( l l l ) using the technique
o f core-level photoemission from the Al(2p) and Na(2p) levels at varying sodium
and oxygen coverages. The oxidation of A l ( l l l ) is known to involve several inter
mediate chemical shifts of the Al(2p) state prior to multilayer oxide formation,
which are explained ¿is precursors to the final oxidation. By repeating a previous
study on the oxidation of A l ( l l l ) , but with various predoses of sodium (a well
known oxidation promoter), new information has been obtained concerning the
promoting influence of the sodium together with the nucleation o f the oxide itself.
(3) To determine the adsorption site of the methoxy species on A l ( l l l ) using
the technique of normal incidence X-ray standing waves (N ISXW ) from the (111)
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and (111) normal incidence Bragg conditions and employing real space triangu
lation.

1.3

Thesis layout

Each chapter in this thesis describes different techniques and presents studies
discussed in the light of previous work. For convenience the references cited in
each chapter axe collected together at the end of each chapter, although this does
lead to some repetition.
Chapter 2 provides a brief description o f the LEED and AES techniques to
gether with an introduction to synchrotron radiation and the Daresbury Syn
chrotron Radiation Source (SRS) which has been used for the photoemission and
NISXW studies in Chapters 5 and 6.
Chapter 3 describes KRIPES theory and several models in use to predict the
existence and dispersion of surface and bulk states. This chapter also details the
KRIPES experimented system at Warwick University, and the KRIPES experi
mental technique. Chapter 4 then presents the results of a KRIPES investigation
of clean Ni(100) and of the C, N and O half-monolayer structures on Ni(100).
These results are discussed in relation to the different structural behaviour of the
three adsorption systems previously observed using other techniques.
Chapter 5 presents a core-level photoemission study o f the sodium promoted
oxidation of A l ( l l l ) , first introducing the theory behind the technique, then
the photoemission results, and finally discussing these results with reference to
recently reported information regarding this system and other similar adsorption
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systems.
Chapter 6 presents the theory and experimental technique of the normal inci
dence standing X-ray wave process (NISXW ) before describing a NISXW study
to determine the adsorption site of methoxy on the A l ( l l l ) surface using geomet
rical triangulation. The determined adsorption site is discussed with reference to
the oxygen adsorption site on A l ( l l l ) , and to other related systems.
The main conclusions from this thesis are summarised in chapter 7 together
with some final comments and a discussion o f possible experiments arising from
this work.
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2.1

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)

During an experiment in which X-rays were used to ionise inert gas atoms in
a Wilson cloud chamber, Pierre Auger observed a pair of electron tracks and
identified their origin [1]. One track was due to the photoelectron with a length
proportional to the energy of the X-ray source, and the other track o f constant
length resulted from the radiationless double ionisation of the atom. The ap-
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plication of Auger emission as a surface technique was proposed by J.J.Lander
in 1953, after identifying Auger transitions as small features on the secondary
electron background. He proposed that since most elements had distinct Auger
transitions occuring at low energy where the escape depth was small, the process
could be used as a highly sensitive tool for surface analysis [2]. With the introduc
tion o f electronic differentiation (using a reference signal and lock-in techniques)
by Harris in 1967, which converted the small features in the background into
distinct lineshapes [3], the te chnique became extensively used.
W hen atoms in a crystal are ionised using X-ray radiation or high energy
electrons (2-3 keV), core level holes are created with the emission of an electron.
An outer electron can then decay into this hole, with the energy of the transition
emitted as a photon (in the case of X-ray fluorescence) or by the transference of
energy to another electron. If this energy is sufficient, the electron can escape the
surface, leaving the atom doubly ionised. Fig(2.1) shows this process of Auger
em ission from a silicon crystal ionised by an electron. The incident electron is of

high enough energy to dislodge a core electron (in this case from the K level), this
core electron then escapes the atom adding to the secondary electron background.
An electron in the L\ level undergoes a transition to fill this K primary vacancy
with the energy released to another electron in the Z,2j3 level.

If the energy

released in the transition is greater than the binding energy of the ¿ 2,3 (which
in this case is so) then this Auger electron is emitted from the atom with energy

Ea.
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Fig 2.1: Schematic of the process o f Auger emission from a Silicon crystal ionised
by an electron.
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Ea

=

E k — E li

—

E lia

(2.1)

This is only a first approximation, and does not take into account any re
laxation effects accompanying both the initial ionisation and the transition of
the electron to the K level vacancy.

This Auger transition is specifically the

K L Li LL2 a - The first letter specifies the shell containing the initial vacancy and
the last two letters are the shells containing the electron vacancies created by the
Auger emission [4]
Equation(2.1) is not an exact description of the Auger energy, since the dou
ble ionisation o f the atom is not taken into consideration (the energy should lie
between that of a one-hole and a two-hole binding energy state) [4]. A better
approximation can be obtained if the binding energy of the Auger electron (L l 2a
in Fig(2.1)) is substituted by the corresponding binding energy for an atom with
atomic number Z + A (A = 1 to account for this extra positive charge). Exper
imental values put A between j and | [5], Generally, using the terminology of
W X Y = K L L , L M M etc. the kinetic energy o f the Auger electron is given by
equation(2.2).

E a = E%r — \ {E Z
X + E z+ ') - \ { E Z + E z + l)

(2.2)

The electrostatic force between ‘electron clouds’ o f unfilled shells is responsible for
the Auger transitions, filled shells are symmetric and do not produce a net force.
The positions o f these ‘clouds’ are determined by the magnetic fields produced
by the spin and orbital angular momentum (quantised by LS coupling and jj
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coupling, dominant for light and heavy elements respectively), and determine the
energy and number o f possible transitions.
The two possible recombination processes possible following ionisation are
dependent on the atom ic number of the atom and the ionisation energy.

At

ionisation energies o f approximately 2keV, atoms o f a low atom ic number (i.e
Z < 30) have a greater possiblity of Auger emission than X-ray fluorescence.
For higher atomic nu m bers and increased ionisation energies, X-ray fluorescence
becomes the dominant recombination process [3, 6].
The Auger spectrum is dominated by a large secondary electron background.
The Auger electrons axe generated at depths up to the limits of primary beam
penetration (600 to 1000

A), and as the Auger electrons travel towards the surface

(along with the removed core electron and initial ionising electron), they undergo
inelastic collisions with other electrons and also lose energy to excitations of the
valence electrons [2, 3, 7]. The mean escape depths o f Auger electrons in a solid
axe 4 to 8 A (mean free path) [8] and those which do not lose energy appear as
weak peaks against the inelastic background. Any Auger electrons created below
this depth will generally lose energy to become part o f the background making the
process very surface sensitive [6, 9]. Electronic differentiation using reference sig
nal and lock-in methods (Harris 1968,[3]) has allowed great enhancement of these
Auger features against the large background, making Auger electron spectroscopy
a powerful tool in the chemical analysis of surfaces.
In the work detailed here, peak to peak height ratios axe used as a direct probe
of contaminants on the surface (the sensitivity limited by the Auger cross section
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of the contaminant in question), this method enables the detection of 1-5% of a
monolayer. For more accurate quantitative analysis necessary in the chemisorp
tion experiments, the Auger signal amplitude has to be compared to pure elemen
ted standards (taking into account instrumental factors together with such effects
as ionisation cross section differences between various elements) [4, 10]. In exper
iments where the chemisorbed species produces a definite overlayer periodicity at
a known coverage (the periodicity being checked with low energy electron diffrac
tion, LEED), then the Auger signal o f the adsorbate can be calibrated allowing
estimations o f adsorbate coverage at other Auger signal levels.

2.2

Low energy electron diffraction, LEED

Diffraction techniques are generally viewed as the best way of determining the
structure o f periodic systems, and in the case of solid surfaces LEED is by far
the most widely used tool [11]. The experiments of Davisson and Germer in 1927
[12, 13], showed the wave nature o f electrons, previously predicted by de Broglie
[14] with the relation for the electron wavelength (in A) as

(2.3)

energy E being in eV.
Since the surface atomic layers can differ in structure and periodicity from
that of the bulk due to relaxation effects a n d /or absorbed species, knowledge
of the surface structure is greatly valued. LEED is very surface sensitive, since
the incident energies used are in the 30-300 eV range, with only the elastically
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backscattered electrons being detected (mean free path around 5A ). This, to
gether with elastic scattering from the top atomic layers (resulting in a smaller
flux to each successive atomic layer), effects the sampling of only the first 2 or
3 atomic layers [10, 11]. As a consequence of its surface specificity, only trans
lational symmetry in the 2-dimensions parallel to the surface are accounted for
in the general theory (as opposed to the 3-dimensional case for X-ray diffrac
tion). Therefore the wave vector parallel (and not perpendicular) to the surface
is conserved with the addition of a reciprocal net vector (similar to the reciprocal
lattice vector of the 3-D case) [10, 11, 15]. If the incident wavevector is k and the
emerging wavevectors are k', then conservation o f energy gives

( k)2 = (k1)2

(2.4)

Equation(2.4) can be re-written splitting into the components perpendicular and
parallel to the surface (eqn(2.5)).

( l c ^ - K k x ^ k i f + tk l)2

(2.5)

Applying conservation of momentum to the system:

kf| = k|| + gfcfc

(2.6)

the perpendicular component of the wave vector not being conserved, and the
reciprocal net vector being given by the relation:

ghk = ha.m+ kh*

(2.7)

a* and 6* are the primitive translation vectors o f the reciprocal net, and are
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(0 3 ) (0 2 ) (01) (0 0 ) (01) (0 2 ) (0 3 )

Fig 2.2: Ewald sphere construction for an electron beam incident normal to
the surface. Seven backscattered beams are shown. The dashed line shows one
beam not btickscattered but propagating into the crystal. [15]
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related to the real net vectors (a and b ) by:
„ b x n , „
„ n x a ,
,
a = 2n--- — , b = 2ir--------- , A — a .b x n
A
A

(2.8)

where n is the unit vector normal to the surface. Similar to the Ewald sphere
construction used to describe the X-ray diffraction conditions from a 3-D lattice,
a slightly different construction is used to describe the equations (2.4 - 2.8). Al
though maintaining the same 3-D Ewald sphere (incident and diffracted beams
he in 3 dimensions), the reciprocal lattice o f the bulk is replaced by infinite recip
rocal lattice rods that are perpendicular to the surface and which pass through
the reciprocal net points (see Fig(2.2)) [10, 11, 15]. The diffracted beams can
be denoted by 2 numbers (hk) which are determined by the 2-D reciprocal net
vector. The construction is arranged in this way because it relaxes the condi
tions necessary for the formation of diffracted beams, so for the surface case,
the variation o f energy or wavevector would only mean the slight movement of
the diffracted beams as opposed to the gain and loss o f beams found in the bulk
Ewald construction. From Fig(2.2), it can be seen that there are two beams which
are associated with each lattice rod (or reciprocal net point), although only half
of these are backscattered (the rest denoted by dashed lines, propagate into the
crystal and are not detected).
The diffracted elecrons which are of importance are those which have under
gone elastic scattering (or have energy very close to that of the incident electrons).
The vast majority o f the scattered electrons will be those that have been involved
in energy loss events such as inelastic collisions and secondary scattering, as can
be seen in the electron energy distribution graph (Fig(2.3) [11]).
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Fig 2.3: Typical energy distribution of secondary electrons in LEED. EP is
the primary energy o f the incident electrons, with the peak at this value due to
elastically backscattered electrons.

The small features just below Ep are due to

losses o f discrete amounts o f energy due to excitations of plasmons and interband
transitions [11].
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Fig 2 .4 : Schematic o f LEED optics. Electrons that have undergone energy loss
events are stopped by the second and third grids, with only the elastically backscattered electrons being allowed to propagate before accelerating onto the fluorescent
screen.
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To obtain a LEED pattern therefore, a series o f grids are placed in the path
of the diffracted electrons which are set to potentials which will retard electrons
below the incident energy to allow only the elastically diffracted electrons to pass,
before accelerating them onto a fluorescent screen. Fig(2.4) shows LEED optics
similar to those on the k-resolved inverse photoemission spectroscopy (KRIPES)
chamber used in the work reported in this thesis.
The information obtainable from the LEED pattern is given in terms of the
translational symmetry and the periodicity of the surface. In order to determine
details of the relative atomic positions within the unit mesh, measurements of
the intensities of the diffracted beams need to be taken (as is the case for Xray diffraction), but the calculations needed to analyse these measurements are a
great deal more complicated them the equivalent in X-ray diffraction. Full reviews
of the methodolgy o f LEED can be found in references [16, 17].

2.3

Synchrotron radiation

2.3.1

Introduction

When electrons are either accelerated or decelerated they lose energy in the form
of electromagnetic radiation. If these electrons are accelerated in a circular or
bit at relativistic velocities using magnets, the emitted radiation (the energy of
which covers a broad continuous range from infra-red to hard X-rays) is known
as synchrotron radiation [18, 19], and has become a powerful light source for
a wide range of applications including surface-specific investigations. There axe
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many advantages associated with using synchrotron radiation over the normal
laboratory light sources, the most important of which concern intensity, spectral
range and polarisation [20]. In the u.v range, the intensity of the synchrotron
radiation is several orders of magnitude greater than the typical He gas discharge
line sources, although after monochromating the radiation to a similar resolution
to that found with the Hel and Hell lines, the intensity o f the gas disharge source
is comparable to that of the synchrotron source [10]. It is often the case that a
trade off between resolution and intensity is made with experiments taking syn
chrotron light. For the higher X-ray range however, the synchrotron source even
after monochromating the beam is still at least two orders of magnitude greater
than the best laboratory sources (such as A1 and Mg K a sources) [10]. The main
advantage therefore lies in the tunability of the radiation. One example o f this is
in the use of photoemission, which prior to synchrotron radiation was distinctly
grouped into ultra-violet or X-ray photoemission techniques (UPS or X P S ), and
can now be performed in the energy range from several e V to several hundred eV
especially on core levels [10], see for example the core level photoemission inves
tigation in chapter 5. Another example of the advantage of tunable radiation is
shown in the normal incidence standing X-ray wave study in chapter 6, where the
radiation is monochromated to match the Bragg energy o f the reflecting A l ( l l l )
Bragg planes to obtain an X-ray standing wave, and subsequently varied to allow
an energetic sweep of the Bragg condition. Another advantage mentioned is the
high degree of polarisation from a synchrotron source, with the emitted radiation
polarised with the electric vector parallel to the acceleration vector. In the direc-
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tion of m otion of the electron, the radiation is 100% polarised within the orbital
plane [20]. This high degree o f polarisation can be of value in determining the
orientation of adsorbed or surface bonded molecules [19]. The polarisation o f the
radiation emitted out of the orbital plane decreases as the wavelength and the
out-of-plane angle increase [22],

2.3.2

Basic theory

Detailed reviews on synchrotron radiation theory can be found in references [19,
20, 21]. Electrons travelling at relativistic velocities of energy E in a magnetically
constrained orbital path in an accelerator will emit radiation in a narrow cone
about a tangential direction with half angular spread of approximately me2/ E
radians. Th e time averaging effect of the motion means that the observed angular
distribution in the orbital plane will be independent on the wavelength (A). Since
most experiments are performed using monochromatic incident radiation, the
relevant intensity parameter is defined as the intensity of the flux collected by a
monochromator within a narrow wavelength bandwidth [22]. A reasonable value
to take in practice is ¿A, where 6\/X = 10- 3 , or 1A at A = 1000A for example.
The units used for the photon flux from a radiation source are therefore No. o f
photons emitted per second, per milliradian o f horizontal angle in bandwidth 6A.
If the circulating electron flux is normalised to 1m A , then the photon flux (in
p h oton s/s/m rad /m A in 0.1% bandwidth) can be written:

W(A) = 2 .4 6 X 1 0 *« ( A ) ’ S O ( A )
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(2.9)

with E being the energy of the electrons in GeV and Ac being the characteristic
wavelength o f the spectrum where

(2 .10 )

with the field strength of the bending magnets B in Tesla and the radius of
electron bending orbit R in meters (R=5.55m from the Daresbury ’Synchrotron
Radiation Source’ (SRS)). G (A /A c) is the universal function defined by a modified
Bessel function. From eqn(2.9) it can be seen that N (A) depends only on A/Ac
and electron energy [22]. This relationship defines the universal curve, which is
a plot o f N (X )/E against A/Ac, as shown in Fig(2.5) [23].
v

2.3.3

Daresbury synchrotron radiation source

The experimental results presented in chapters 5 and 6, were obtained at the
S.E.R.C Synchrotron Radiation Source (SRS) at Daresbury Laboratory, War
rington, UK. The source utilises a storage ring system; a schematic of the labo
ratory is shown in Fig(2.6), with the linear accelerator (LIN AC) and the storage
ring labelled [24]. Synchrotron radiation produced by storage rings has many
advantages over radiation produced by synchrotrons, including better stability,
ultra-high vacuum (UHV) environment and a much reduced source spot size [20].
The first stage in the process of obtaining synchrotron radiation at the SRS is
the linear accelerator (LINAC) which produces electrons (from a hot cathode)
and accelerates them to 12 million electron volts (12 MeV) before sending them
to a booster synchrotron where they are accelerated to energies of 600 MeV.
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The electrons are then injected into the storage ring, where they are acceler
ated to 2 GeV (traversing the 96 m circumference 3.12 million times a second).
The main elements o f the storage ring itself are

• 16 bending magnets to constrain the electrons to travel in a circular
orbit.
• Radio frequency (rf) accelerator to accelerate the electrons to 2 GeV
and to replace the energy lost by the electron beam in the process o f emitting
radiation.

• Vacuum pumps to achieve UHV.

• Quadrupole magnets to focus the circulating electrons.

• O ther specialist magnets such as wiggler magnets to produce a higher
magnetic field to obtain lower wavelength radiation.

The lifetime of the beam once achieved is very sensitive to the vacuum condi
tions o f the ring. Generally it is not uncommon to have a usable beam for greater
than 20 hours, with the injection process taking 10% of this time [20] In Fig(2.6),
it can be seen that light is taken from points around the ring at beam ports, with
some ports supplying several experimental stations. The experimental stations
used in the studies o f chapters 5 and 6 are 6.1 find 6.3, with the beam port 6
taking 28 mrad of horizontal angular acceptance [25].
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2.3.4

Beam line 6.1 : Core-level photoemission

The beam line 6.1 experimental station takes 8 mrad of the 28 mrad horizontal
acceptance of beam port 6. A platinum coated glass mirror is used for focusing the
beam, with a tungsten mesh placed prior to the monochromator for monitoring
beam intensity (for subsequent normalisation of data). The monochromator is a
Miyake-West plane grating grazing incidence monochromator [26] which operates
in the photon energy range 95 —» 135eV at a resolution of approximately 150me.V
[27, 28] (see Fig(2.7)). Detection of the photoelectrons and Auger spectroscopy
was achieved using a Physical Electronics double-pass cylindrical mirror analyser
(CM A) operated at pass energies of 5eV and lOeV [33]. The CM A is positioned
such that its axis is in the horizontal plane of the electron storage ring, and at
an angle of 90° to the direction of incident radiation; in the chemisorption study
o f chapter 5, the aluminium sample was mounted at 45° to these directions [27].
The main chamber is also equipped with LEED optics for structure analysis.

2.3.5

Beam line 6.3

Beam line 6.3 is generally used for surface extended X-ray absorption fine struc
ture (SEXAFS) experiments but is also ideal for normal incidence X-ray standing
wave experiments (NISXW )[30]. The line is equipped with a prefocusing mirror
and a water cooled double crystal monochromator [31, 32], with a low energy cut
off of 2 keV, (see Fig(2.8)). A double path CM A was used for Auger electron and
photoelectron detection, with a LEED optics also positioned on the experimental
chamber.
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P ost-fo cu s
mirror

Fig 2.7: Miyake-West plane grating grazing incidence monochromator installed
on beamline 6.1 [28].
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Fig 2.8: Double crystal monochromator installed on Beam line 6.3 [32]
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3.1

Theory

The technique o f inverse photoemission (or Bremsstrahlung spectroscopy) is a
method o f exploring the unoccupied electronic states of solid surfaces, and has
particular importance in that it accesses the energy range between the Fermi level
and the vacuum level (a range inaccessible in ordinary photoemission).
The relationship between the incident light frequency and the maximum elec
tron kinetic energy in photoemission was developed by Einstein [1], with the
demonstration o f the inverse relation to the process (determining the maximum
emitted X-ray frequency from a sample bombarded with electrons) following a
decade later [2].

Although photoemission became an important spectroscopic

tool for studying electronic states in solids and at their surfaces in the 1960’s
(and later with angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy, A R P E S), the inverse
technique had received little attention until the early 1980’s [3].
The process o f k-resolved IPES (in the ultra-violet range) and the informa
tion obtainable using this technique are discussed in this section together with
comparisons to PES.

3.1.1

Complementary nature of photoemission and in
verse photoemission

As its name suggests, inverse photoemission is basically the reverse of ordinary
photoemission. In the photoemission process, a photon of energy hu> is incident
upon a sample surface and the photon energy is absorbed by an electron. This
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excited electron may then have energy enough to escape from the surface into
the vacuum. Inverse photoemission, on the other hand, involves an electron of
known energy incident upon the sample surface, which couples to an evanescent
state decaying via a radiative transition to an unoccupied state with the release
of a photon of energy hu>, see Fig(3.1). A main reason for the delayed application
of ultra-violet IPES as an experimental technique can be seen by comparing the
cross sections for photoemission and inverse photoemission processes [4, 5, 6], If
it is assumed that the two processes are the exact reverse o f each other, the ratio
of the cross sections can be shown to be given by

(3.1)
where Ae and Ap are the electron and photon wavelengths respectively. Typically
for the ultra-violet energy range: Ae = 4A, Ap = 1200A, at electron and photon
energies of lOeV, resulting in a ratio of r w 10-5 [4]. The expected signal levels in
a photoemission experiment are therefore some five orders of magnitude greater
than for an inverse photoemission experiment, hence the necessity for highly
sensitive detection in the latter.
Generally in PES, the incident photon energy is kept constant and the emitted
electron energy measured, the resulting spectra showing the density of states. In
contrast, the IPES system at Warwick University relies on varying the incident
electron energy and monitoring the emitted photons in fixed energy (or isochromat) mode. The spectra produced in this manner then provide a measure of the
density o f unoccupied states.
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PES

IPES

Fig 3 .1 : Schematic of photoemission and inverse photoemission processes. The
spectra o f the former depict the density o f states (DOS), and the latter the density
of unoccupied states (DOU S).
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By using a combination of the two techniques, it can be seen that a full
picture of occupied states and unoccupied states can be realised (see Fig(3.1)).
Using ARPES, the angle of emission is measured and hence the momentum of
the photoelectron deduced, enabling the mapping of the dispersion of occupied
states [4, 7, 8, 9]. Similarly, by defining the incidence angle o f the electrons in
IPES, and hence defining the momentum, it is also possible to map the dispersion
of the unoccupied states. This latter technique is generally known as k-resolved
inverse photoemission spectroscopy (KRIPES).

3.1.2

The inverse photoemission process

The theory of inverse photoemission from solid surfaces has been thoroughly
detailed by Pendry [10] . This theory treats inverse photoemission as a time
reversed version of photoemission, the theory for which is well established [11,
12, 13, 14]. The theory incorporates the three steps of inverse photoemission,
namely:

• wave function matching at the surface for an incoming electron plane wave.

• the attenuation o f the electron wave due to inelastic electron-electron inter
actions.

• the radiative decay of the electron.

in a coherent quantum mechanical way (or as ‘one step’ ). This approach was
successful in that both surface and bulk derived features in the spectra could be
generated along with predicted intensities and polarisation sensitivity. Further
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changes to this general theory have been mainly to the shape of the surface barrier
[4, 15]. Originally the barrier was represented by a potential step, and later by a
more realistic image potential asymptotic form of barrier.
Although this ‘one step’ theory is good at reproducing bulk and solid surface
IPE spectra [16], it does assume the process is almost the time reversed version of
photoemission. What is not taken into account is the difference between the fineil
states of the two systems. In photoemission, there is a decrease of the number
of electrons in the system, whereas in inverse photoemission there is an increase,
hence producing a difference of two electrons between final state densities [4].
Although this is of little concern in IPES from delocalised electrons and states
in solid metal surfaces, it is very important in the IPES from the more localised
valence states of molecules (both free and adsorbed). Johnson and Davenport
presented a theory which accounted for this discrepancy [17], but this is not
detailed in this thesis which concentrates on strongly bonded atomic species on
meted surfaces.

3.1.2.1 Conservation of energy and m omentum
In a KRIPES experiment, an electron of energy E, and known momentum is
incident on the sample surface.

This electron may then undergo a radiative

(direct) transition ( from an evanescent initial state) to a previously unoccupied
final state of energy E j with the emission of a photon of energy hw: The final
state energy can be calculated by conservation of energy
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(3.2)

E f = Ei — hcj

As the final state has to be unoccupied before the transition, it has to lie above
the Fermi level.
The intensity distribution of the emitted radiation, as in the photoemission
case, is determined by a matrix element [16, 18].

H i, o c A r < E ,, k ,, 1 I exp,,r A V a + |E „ k „ 0 > .

(3.3)

This characterises the energy and momentum o f the electrons in the solid, and
defines the number of photons of polarization cr and wave vector q in the ra
diation field. V represents the bulk potential of the solid, and A„ the vector
potential amplitude, a^ is the photon creation operator (similar to the annihi
lation operator in photoemission). The bulk potential o f the solid (V ) can be
expressed in terms of a Fourier series summing over reciprocal lattice vectors G ,
for a monocrystalline solid [19].

V (r) = £ V W

° -r

(3-4)

G

Finally the initial and final wave vectors are denoted by fc,- and k ,. If free electron
states Me used to denote the initial and final electronic states, then H i, becomes

H i, oc A r ^ V a ( exp~’ *'-r . expw’r . exp,G-r . exp'*"r dr

(3.5)

This vanishes unless eqn(3.6) (stating momentum conservation) is satisfied.

k ,-k i = G + q
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(3.6)

Since only the paxt of the wavevector parallel to the surface is conserved in the op
tical transition and in the matching of the wave-function at the surface, eqn(3.7)
is more strictly written
(*||)/ = (*ll)< ±»11

( 3 -7 )

Here the momentum parallel to the surface is conserved in the process, with the
exchange of a reciprocal lattice vector

necessary for a direct transition to occur

[7, 20]. The momentum of the emitted photon is negligible in the energy range
considered here (below approximately 40 eV) and is omitted from the momentum
balance [19]. Fig(3.2) shows the dispersion of a nearly free electron in a periodic
potential in the extended zone scheme, and in the reduced zone scheme, illus
trating the direct transition across a bulk band gap. This direct transition forms
the basis o f band mapping [7]. In the experimental situation, the energy of the
incident electrons is varied whilst only photons o f a fixed energy are detected.
This isochromat energy then limits the transitions that can be observed to direct
transitions between initial and final states separated by this energy (see Fig(3.3)
[21]). If spectra are acquired over many incident angles (i.e varying fc|| ), then the
dispersion o f these final states can be plotted as an Ej{k\\) relation [21, 22, 23].
The low energies ( E k e < 20eV) used in KRIPES, make the penetration depth
of the incident electrons very small (cs 10/1), hence the technique is very sur
face sensitive. Even in such thin layers, however, the bulk electronic structure
is largely developed, so KRIPES spectra show contributions from both the bulk
and the surface.
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Fig 3.2: The dispersion of an electron in a periodic potential in- an extended
zone scheme, and with thè folding back of the zones to show the direct transition in
reduced zone scheme.
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Fig 3.3: Series of sections of the band structure of copper, with the vertical
lines showing allowed (or direct) transitions at a constant isochromat energy of
hV = 9.7eV.
(a) along TX direction (normal incidence)
(b) parallel to T A but at 20° with respect to normal incidence (i.e fc|| = 0.375(jr/ao))
(c) parallel to r A but at 40° with respect to normal incidence (i.e /c|| = 0.75(7r/ao).
a0 is the bulk lattice parameter ( « 3.615.4) for Cu.
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3.1.2.2 S e c o n d a ry em ission
The possibility of the energetic decay being inelastic has so fax been ignored.
Not all the incident electrons will follow the elastic route, some will undergo
inelastic electron-electron scattering possibly decaying through a lower energy
radiative transition that will add a background to the IPE spectra [24, 21]. If the
probablility of a non-radiative decay is T (E ) then it follows that the probability
for a radiative decay is (1 — T (f? )). In Fig(3.4), two possible paths are shown for
a radiative decay (o f energy hu>„), on the left is the ‘elastic’ route ( £ , to E f) and
on the right is the ‘ inelastic’ route (E, to E" to E f2) for which the probability
can be written as T * ( jE,-, i?*). The inelastic background can be calculated from
eqn(3.8)
N '(h u ,E i) = f E'

N (hLj,Em) T '{ E i ,E ’ )d E ’

(3.8)

The probability of the ‘ inelastic’ partial radiative decay is related to the total
probability of a non radiative decay ( occuring through electron-electron scatter
ing) by eqn(3.9)
T ( E ) = f B' T { E i , E ' ) d E m

(3.9)

J Ep

Dose and Reusing have described procedures for adding this background to the
oretical predictions [24].

3.1.3

Bulk states and band mapping

In order to describe best the features that can be observed and the different
techniques used to predict their dispersion, some published KRIPES data from
Cu(lll)

c ir é

used as an example in this section [25].
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Fig 3.4:Normal transition £ , — E j, together with an alternative possibility of
inelastic partial radiative decay E m— E ji (of the same isochromat energy) that
would add to the IPES background.
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Fig 3.5: (a) Experimental KRIPES data from C u ( l l l ) [25], at hu> = l0.2eV as
a function o f angle o f electron incidence 0.
(b) Experimental and theoretical f?(fc||) dispersion curves for C u ( l l l ) in the T K
azimuth. Filled and open circles correspond to data taken at 10.2 eV and 11.0 eV
photon energies respectively.
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The spectra in Fig(3.5a) were taken over varying incidence angles using an
isochromat energy of 10.2 eV. The spectra taken at incidence angles up to 0 =
+ 19° show two distinct features. A peak just above the Fermi level is seen to
increase in intensity and disperse to higher energy with increase in angle; this is
attributed to a Shockley surface state. The second feature can be seen just below
the vacuum level which also disperses up in energy with increase in angle; this
state is an image state and its origin is discussed along with other surface state
features in section(3.1.4). At the higher angles of incidence, a second peak close
to the Fermi level can be seen, and this can be assigned to direct transitions occuring between s-p bands of the bulk band structure. The information regarding
the dispersion of the three features in Fig(3.5a) is shown in the Ej(k^) plot in
Fig(3.5b).

3.1.3.1 M irror planes and sym m etry considerations
Since the band structure of even simple crystals can be complicated at general
points in k-space, it is more advantageous to perform experiments in mirror
planes. Fig(3.6) shows the TX W K and T X U L mirror planes in the Brillouin
zone of a face centred cubic (fee) crystal. In these planes, different bands may
become degenerate, reducing the complexity of the observed spectra. Symmetry
requirements also mean that the bands cross the mirror planes with zero slope,
allowing KRIPES peaks to be used for proper crystal positioning and absolute
k-space location [19, 26). The number of energetically possible transitions are
also reduced due to special selection rules that apply to experiments in mirror
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(0 0 1 )

Fig 3.6:Brillouin zone of a face centered cubic (fee) crystal with T X W K and
TX U L mirror planes shaded.
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-planes, and this has the effect of simplifying the final spectra.
Returning to the matrix element Hi/ of eqn(3.3), we can write:

Hu

m

A . < 9 , I (VV)| « / >

»

A n < ® / |(vVOll I

> + A j. < * / I ( W U

(3.10)
I

>

(3.11)

with || and _L referring to parallel and perpendicular to the mirror plane. In a
mirror plane, the solution of Schrödingers equation must be of even (+ ) or odd (-)
parity under mirror plane reflection. The wavefunction o f an electron in an IPE
experiment approaching the crystal surface in a mirror plane will have even parity
and can only couple to states of the solid surface which also have even parity.
The matrix element vanishes unless the integrand is even under reflection, so
finite values can only occur if operator and final state have the same parity. The
parallel and perpendicular components o f the momentum operator (i.e.

(v )||

«md

( V ) x ) in equation(3.11) have even and od d parity respectively. Equation(3.11
can be written identically as

Hi/ « A|| < (+ ) |( + ) |( + ) > + A ± < ( —) |( —) |( + ) >

(3.12)

Emission with light polarisation vector in the mirror plane is thus the result o f
transitions into final states with even parity, and similarly emission with polari
sation perpendicular to the mirror plane will be a result of transitions into final
states o f o d d parity.
It is possible then, from the angular distribution o f the emitted radiation
(which is influenced by the polarisation o f the radiation) to obtain information
concerning the symmetry of the unoccupied bands in the observed transitions
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[26, 19].

3.1.3.2

M a p p in g th e band s tru c tu re

The value o f ¿|| is determined by the incident energy and angle of the electron,
given by eqn(3.13)
¿il =

2m(Ei — E v)

1 /2

sin#

(3.13)

where Ei is the initial state energy and E v the vacuum level. The kinetic energy
of the electron is (Ei — E v), so eqn(3.13) simplifies to

¿11

—

’2 m E f( E )

sin 6

(3.14)

The corresponding values of E j can be found by finding the isochromat surface
given by
Ei(k) - E f (k) - hu = 0

(3.15)

The features in Fig(3.5a) are shown in the Ef(k\\) dispersion plot of Fig(3.5b).
The shaded region represents the projection of the bulk band structure, the un
shaded region the bulk band gap in this direction.
The electrons in the s-p part of the conduction band are itinerant, experiencing
only small potentials due to ion cores and can therefore be treated as free-electron
like in character. There are two main reasons why the strong electron-electron
interaction and the electron interaction with the positive ion cores give the net
effect of a weak potential. Firstly, the electron interaction with the ion cores
is strong at small separation, but the electrons are forbidden to get into close
neighbourhood with the ion due to Pauli’s exclusion principle.

Secondly, the

conduction electrons are highly mobile reducing the net potential on any single
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\

electron by screening of the ion potential. The dispersion o f these states (of the
form shown in eqn(3.16)) can be closely predicted theoretically using the two
band model [2 1 ], which assumes the transition occurs between free-electron like
bands.

£ (*ll) = E0 + (h2k2/2m)

(3.16)

This approach has been considered by several authors for photoemission stud
ies [27, 28, 29], and has been applied to the case of inverse photoemission [4, 19, 21]
predicting the Ef(K\\) dispersion of sp-bulk states adequately .
\
3.1.3.3

Two band approximation

The two band approximation is based on the two plane waves exp(tfc.r') and
exp[«(fc+G ).f], G being an appropriate reciprocal lattice vector. Let VG represent
the pseudopotential coefficient through which the two waves interact, then

V (r ) = Vq [exp(iG.r) + e x p ( —¿G .r)j

(3.17)

Using the trial solution (eqn(3.18))

4>triai(r ) = a e x p ( i k .f ) + 6exp [i(fc + G)-rj

(3.18)

the following matrix equation can then be obtained
\
^ (h3k2/ 2 m ) - E

(

Va

a

\

X

<

V°

+ G ) 2 )m] - E t

Kb J

This equation(3.19) has a solution when the secular determinant is zero, see
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eqn(3.20)
rV 2m
* 2
Writing

)

h2(k + G )2
2m

E

- vg = 0

(3.20)

= h2k2/2m and _Ej+q = h2(k + G )2/2m (free electron dispersion)

we obtain the solutions

2E i(i) = (E u a + Eg) + [{E M

- Ek)2 + 4Vg] ^

2E , $ ) = ( % + 5 + Eg) - [(E M

- Eg)2 + 4V g]•'•

(3.21)

and
ll/2

(3.22)

The isochromat surface previously mentioned (eqn(3.15)), can then be deter
mined, giving the following plane in k space

(h2/m )k ■G = [(feu; ) 2 - 4Vq ] 1/2 - Ea

(3.23)

where E q = h2G2/2m. Contours of constant E, or E f form circles on the isochro
mat plane from the cylindrical symmetry about the direction o f G, shown in
Fig(3.7). To obtain the dispersion o f the final energy E f in terms o f the the com
ponent of k in the isochromat plane (i.e &||), the simultaneous equations (3.22
and 3.23), are solved leaving the relationship eqn(3.24)

£ ,(* „) = feaJfcj}/2m + [{Ea ~ hu)2 - 4Vg] /4Ea

(3.24)

This approximation to the Ef{k\\) dispersion is free-electron-like, in agreement
with experiment [21]. For constant Ei and E f, the electron states aie distributed
around a cone (the axis of which is in the direction of G) [29].
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Fig 3.7:Geom etry of the two-band approximation. Electrons o f energy ZJ, decay
through a direct transition emitting a photon o f energy hu> with the exchange of
reciprocal lattice vector —G in the process.
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3 .1 .3 .4 k-space location tech niq ues
Although it is possible using the two-band model to obtain values of k± when
dealing with free-electron-like bulk states, different methods are necessary when
generalising the problem for k-space location of other states. For example, the in
formation obtainable from Fig(3.5) does not disclose the three-dimensional E(k)
information, only the location in fc||. In order to determine the k-space location,
information from more than one experiment is necessary to obtain the unknown
momentum component k±.

One location technique which was originally pro

posed by Kane [30] involves the use of triangulation or energy coincidence using
two independent measurements o f an interband transition from two differently
orientated surfaces [7]. Using this approach, two momenta i|| are obtained with
respect to the two different surface normals for the same point in k-space. Gener
ally when using this approach, the technique of k-space location using the nearly
free electron initial state approximation is first used to roughly identify the threedimensional k-space location [31].

3.1.4

Surface states

The electronic structure at the surface of a solid will show a variation from that
o f the hulk due to the very different environment in this region. The coordination
number o f atoms at the surface, for example, will be much less than that o f the
bulk atoms, and together with changes to bond lengths (in atomic relaxation)
and reconstructed atomic layers can cause the appearance of surface states that
have wavefunctions that are not periodic in the direction normal to the surface.
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The bulk states axe still visible in the surface region, undergoing reflection at the
vacuum barrier. The surface states occur in regions of E (K ) space where no bulk
states of the same symmetry or quantum number axe allowed to exist (i.e. in the
band gaps). The surface resonance that can often occur in the bulk band, as a
result of the mixing of surface and bulk state wave functions, is generally viewed
as a modification of the bulk state near the surface [32, 34].
Since the KRIPES technique is very surface sensitive (probing only the first
few atomic layers of the solid) the resulting spectra yield information not only
on the dispersion of the hulk states, but also on the dispersion and character of
the surface states. The surface states that are visible with ARPES are similar
in character to the surface state in Fig(3.5) near the Fermi level (indeed this
same state is seen (occupied) in ARPES very close to the Brillouin zone centre)
[7, 33]. The second surface state close to the vacuum level in Fig(3.5) has no
counterpart in ordinary photoemission and is known as an image state [35, 36, 37].
The wavefunctions of these states at the solid/vacuum interface are depicted in
Fig(3.8)

3.1.4.1 T am m states
These axe usually d-like in character, having atomic like localisation of their
wavefunctions [38]. Their origin can be visualised as a band bending effect, with
the state being split off from the bulk bands into the band gap due to the surface
potential [19].
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Vacuum

Solid

Image state

Su rfa ce state
\

Su rfa ce
resonance

Bulk state

Figure 3.8: Schematic representation o f the wave functions o f final states involved
in inverse photoemission transitions.
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Tam m

states can be observed in transition metals [39] and in semiconductors

(for example, the dangling bonds in Si(100)) [5], and have been linked with the
driving force behind surface reconstruction [40].

3.1.4.2 Shockley states
These sp-like surface states are far more free-electron-like in character and occur
due to the new boundary conditions introduced by the surface [41]. The energies
of these states occur within a hulk band gap which is the result of hybridisa
tion of crossed bands (i.e the upper band edge has s-symmetry and the lower
p-symmetry) the Shockley states extend generally deeper into the solid than the
Tamm states, but similarly decay exponentially into the vacuum.

3.1.4.3 Image states
A great deal o f attention has been paid to the image state effect, both theo
retically [4, 35, 42, 43, 44] and experimentally [4, 45]-[49] since they were first
observed using LEED (M cRae [36]). They occur as a result of the self trapping of
an electron in its own image potential induced by the electron approaching a con
ductive surface. The electron becomes trapped (providing the crystal reflectivity
is high as it is in a band gap), between the crystal barrier and the image potential
surface barrier giving rise to a Rydberg type series of states converging on the
vacuum level [35] The image states are pinned to the vacuum level with binding
energies o f less than 1 eV, and the most tightly bound states axe located about
1 A outside the surface [4, 48]. Adsorption on the surface can cause these states
to be quenched [50], shifted [51, 49], or even in some cases enhanced [48]; shifts
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induced by adsorption have sometimes been used as a rough measure o f workfunction change [49]. The dispersion of image states is generally free-electron like with
effective masses close to unity [46], although flatter dispersion has been observed
[52, 53]. The lifetimes of these states are long compared to ordinary surface states
having line widths of 20-80 meV [48]. The image potential states are most simply
described using the multiple reflection approach [4, 16, 19, 35, 42, 43] which also
predicts the Shockley states.

3 .1 .4 .4 M ultiple reflection theory
The multiple reflection approach was first applied to explain surface state occur
\
rence by Echenique and Pendry [35]. The systematics of this model are portrayed
in Fig.(3.9). An electron incident on the crystal will, in the energy range of a
bulk band gap, be reflected by the crystal. If the electron has an energy below
the vacuum level E y, it will be reflected back towards the crystal by the surface
potential barrier. In Fig. (3.9), the crystal is terminated at Z = Z c , with Z be
ing the direction perpendicular to the surface. The surface potential barrier is
defined at Z = Z b , and between the two barriers the potential is flat with elec
trons propagating freely. In this region, the motion perpendicular to the surface
(Z direction) is characterised by a "perpendicular energy” E±, and is defined in
eqn(3.25).

2m

2m

(3.25)

E is the energy o f the electron measured from the bottom of the potential well.
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Crystal

B a rrie r

Fig 3.9:Multiple-reflection model for surface state formation. Z is defined as the
direction perpendicular to the surface, the diagram showing the 2 -dependence of
the electron potential near the crystal surface. The crystal is taken to end at Z c,
with the surface barrier reference plane at Z b - Surface states arise through multiple
reflections between these two planes (and hence are standing wave solutions between
Zq and Zb )-
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At the planes Z c and Z b , the reflectances are given by r c exp'*c and r B exp‘0B
respectively, with the conditions for a bound state being that r c = rB = 1 and

<t>= ii>c + 4>b = 2irn

(3.26)

where n is an integer.
Consider now the phase dependencies at the barriers.
(i) Barrier phase change 4>b
The phase change at ZB is determined by the shape of the barrier. For a pure
image potential, the barrier phase change will be a simple function of E± and
E v:
r 3 Ae y

l */2

\
, 3 '2 7 )

On approaching E v , the phase diverges as (E v — E± )~l/2. If however, an abrupt
step potential barrier is assumed, then the form of <Pb becomes:

tan(^B/ 2 ) = - \(Ev - E ^ / E a.]1' 2

(3.28)

In this case, 4>b varies as (E v — E ± )1^2. The phase divergence associated with the
image potential form, allows eqn(3.26) to be satisfied ad infinitum, so generating
a Rydberg series of states that converge on E v- The step barrier case does not
generate the image state solutions, but does define the crystal induced state (or
shockley surface state) which corresponds to the in = 0 ’ solution in the image
potential barrier case is not so for the step barrier, with the ‘n = 0 ’ solption being
the only possible solution [4].
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(ii) Crystal phase change <pc
Since the ‘ n = 1’ and higher (image state) solutions are compressed into
a narrow energy range, <Pc is generally treated as constant for the purposes of
calculating these states [6 ] (although the total phase change across the band gap
is x). Therefore, over the range of the Rydberg series, the image state energies
(en) are given by:
ft2*:(}

(3.29)

where
(3.30)
it follows that the quantum defect ‘ a’ is also constant since

(3.31)

3.1.5

Discrimination of bulk and surface features

There are several methods employed in order to determine whether a feature
observed in «in IPE spectra is derived from bulk or surface electronic structure
effects.

3.1.5.1

Adsorption test

Generally the surface derived features are a great deal more sensitive to surface
contamination than the bulk features. By observing the changes in the spectra
over a period of time after cleaning, or by observing the effects of deliberate
adsorption of a contaminant, it is possible then to draw inferences as to the
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origin of a feature [4]. This is not a foolproof test however, as mentioned in
section(3.1.4.3) for example, image states have been shown to be enhanced by
certain adsorbates on some surfaces [48].

3 .1 .5 .2 T e m p e ra tu re in crea se
Although electron-phonon scattering is quasi-elastic, there is generally an electron
momentum change associated with the interaction. These interactions therefore
have the effect of randomising the momentum and hence attenuating the di
rect transition features, the higher the temperature means more interaction and
greater attenuation [54],

3 .1 .5 .3 kj_ d is p e rs io n
A much more definitive technique [4,19, 34] is available if the isochromat energy is
tunable. Surface features show two-dimensional dispersion parallel to the surface
(fc|| conserved) with no dispersion perpendicular to the surface (k± not conserved).
If k± is varied at normal incidence (i.e the isochromat energy is changed), then the
Ef(kfj) relation of surface states will be unaffected. For bulk states however, which
show dispersion perpendicular to the surface (hence k± conserved) the £'/(A:||)
dispersion will be shifted energetically [34].

This energy shift can be utilised

to study some surface features that may possibly be hidden at one isochromat
energy by a bulk feature, but may be observable when the bulk feature is shifted
at a different isochromat energy [34]. This effect can be seen in Fig(3.5b), where
the bulk state (B B ) dispersion is plotted at three isochromat energies.
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3.2

KRIPES experimental system

The KRIPES experiments reported here have been conducted in a non-magnetic
stainless steel ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber, equipped with Helmholtz coils
to cancel the effect of the Earth’s magnetic field. The chamber geometry, analyti
cal instrumentation and crystal cleaning procedures are described in this section,
together with the specifications o f the KRIPES source and detection system.

3.2.1

UHV

In an experiment that is very surface specific, it is extremely important that over
the period of study the surface conditions are exactly controlled. For example
in the case of an experiment on a clean well ordered surface at ~ 1 0 - 9 torr, it
is possible to form a monolayer o f C O in one hour assuming a unity sticking
factor [7]. In order to maintain a clean surface in practice (contamination o f no
more than a few percent of a monolayer) over this same time period, a working
pressure o f < 3 x 10-1° torr is necessary. To obtain these UHV conditions, the
KRIPES chamber has a combination of pumping systems. The main chamber is
pumped by a polyphenyl ether diffusion pump (Edwards E 0 4 ) backed by a two
stage rotary pump (Edwards two stage) fitted with a molecular sieve trap, which
is also used to rough the chamber on initial pumping from atmospheric pressure.
A small (50 1/sec) ion pump (Varian triode) is situated above the detector sec
tion of the chamber, and a titanium sublimation pump is located near the base
of the main cylindrical experimental chamber that houses the sample mounted
on a manipulator. The gas lines (both reactive and unreactive) are pumped by
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a smaller polyphenyl ether diffusion pump (Edwards E 02) backed by a trapped
rotary pump (Edwards EDM2). At these low pressures, gas molecules ( / f 2 0 , C 0
etc) desorbing from the internal walls of the chamber are a limiting factor de
termining the maximum vacuum attainable. T o reduce these contaminants, the
the chamber is ’baked’ (i.e. heated to temperatures greater than 450K) for more
than 12 hours to greatly increase the rate of desorption. In addition, a cold trap
located above the main diffusion pump is filled with liquid nitrogen (77K) in or
der to provide a cold surface to trap residual water and hydrocarbons together
with other low molecular weight contaminants from the pump, hence decreasing
the attainable pressure still further and reducing the level of reactive gas species.

3.2.2

KRIPES chamber geometry

The top view of the KRIPES chamber is shown in Fig(3.10). At one end of the
chamber is the cylindrical multi-level chamber that houses the sample manipula
tor, electron guns and various analysis instrumentation. Fig(3.11a) shows a side
view and has been separated into five levels for simplicity (Fig(3.10) shows the
top view o f level 2). The other end of the system seen in Fig(3.10) consists of
the LiF lens and isochromat detector housing, this being connected to the sample
chamber by a stainless steel bellows.
Level 1 houses an ion gun (VG Scientific A G 2) used for sample cleaning and
is positioned at an incident angle of 25° with respect to the horizontal plane in
which crystal surface normal can be swept.

A n Argon line with leak valve is

connected to the ion gun flange. See Fig(3.11b).
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Fig 3 .11:(a) View of chamber from LEED optics end, showing the series of levels
of the main chamber, (b ) Plan of level 1.
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Level 2 comprises of a high perveance low energy electron ('pervatron') gun
mounted at an angle of 45° to the optical axis of the photon detectors, and
a hemispherical analyser (VSW HA50) used for Auger electron spectroscopy is
located in the X-axis, directly opposite a viewport (used to aid detector-sample
alignment). Also in the optical axis, opposite the LiF lens axe the reverse view
low energy electron diffraction (LEED) optics (Omicron Spectaleed optics). See
Fig(3.12a).
Level 3 houses a high energy electron gun providing electron energies up to
AkeV for use in Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), and is positioned at an angle
of 25° to the horizontal axis of the hemispherical analyser above it, see Fig(3.12b).
A mass spectrometer (VG Q7 quadrupole residual gas analyser) is positioned
‘out of line of sight’ of the chamber in the Z-axis port in level 4 (shown in
Fig(3.13a)). An ion gauge and reactive gas line leak valve are also on this level
together with the shield control (to raise and lower a metal shield over the LEED
optics during crystal cleaning).
In level 5, the titanium sublimation pump (TSP) and roughing valve to the
rotary pump are located. In the X-axis is the outlet to the main diffusion pump
and cold trap, see Fig(3.13b).
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Fig 3.12:(a) Plan of level 2, find (b ) level 3.
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Fig 3.13:(a) Plan of level 4, and (b ) level 5.
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I

3.2.3 Sample mounting, manipulation and cleaning pro
cesses
3.2.2.1 M anipulator
The manipulator used (VG HPT 040) has drives in the Z, X and Y axis, and
has four mini-Conflat ports fitted with two high voltage feedthroughs and two
ports for thermocouple and Faraday cup connections. The crystal samples have
grooves cut at the top and bottom in which 0.125 mm diameter tungsten wires
run, the ends being spot welded to the supporting rods (see Fig(3.14)).

The

thermocouple wire is connected directly through a hole in the sample to which
it is hooked. Above the sample is located a Faraday cup with pin hole aperture
( 1 mm diameter) for use in obtaining beam profiles o f the ‘ pervatron’ gun (see
section(3.2.6.5)).

3.2.2.2 Sam ple cleaning
The crystal sample can be cleaned in situ using cycles o f argon ion sputtering
and annealing. The process of sputtering directly removes atoms from the surface
via collisions, the energy o f the ions used depending on the crystal (typically
0.5keV —►3 k eV ). The process of annealing (being conducted by direct resistive
heating through the tungsten wires) is then used to anneal the sample and restore
the periodicity o f the crystal surface, with the maximum temperature attainable
being approximately HOOK. Prior to mounting on the manipulator, the crystals
were prepared by the standard process of spark eroding and alignment using Laue
X-ray diffraction.
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V

Faraday
can

Fig 3.14:KRIPES manipulator head arrangement, with the Faraday cup located
1 cm above the crystal.
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3.2.4

Magnetic field cancellation

Magnetic field cancellation is achieved by using a three directional field probe
connected to a gaussmeter (Bell 640 incremental gaussmeter) to assess the field
strength. The probe is first zeroed in a field free container, then placed through
the manipulator port to locate it in the normal sample position. The voltages
applied to the three Helmholtz coils are adjusted to achieve as near to zero field
strength as is possible in the three probe directions.

This countering of the

Earth’s magnetic field (and any other stray fields) in the chamber is vital, con
sidering the low energy o f the electrons (5 —* 30eV ) used and the emphasis on
k-detennination.

3.2.5

General analytical techniques

3.2.5.1

L o w energy e le c tro n d iffra c tio n , L E E D

The theory of this technique together with the geometry o f the LEED optics has
already been detailed in chapter 2. The LEED instrument is used to characterise
the long range order of the surface of the crystal after cleaning and prior to a
KRIPES study. In addition, it is often the case that due to the varying geom
etry of other UHV systems, the exposure required to achieve certain adsorbate
structures varies and simple recipes from earlier publications cannot be relied on
[49, 56). The LEED pattern provides a definite in situ method of determining if
the required surface phase has been achieved. During crystal cleaning cycles, the
LEED optics are protected by reusing a metallic shield.
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3.2.5.2 A u g er electron spectroscopy, AES
The theory of AES is described in section(2.1), and the technique was used in the
present work to determine the state of cleanness of the crystal surface. An electron
gun is used to ionise atoms in the surface of the crystal, and a hemispherical
analyser (V SW HA50) was used to analyse the intensity vs energy distribution
of the Auger electrons. The crystal potential is modulated and the monitored
signal differentiated to obtain the Auger spectrum in the usual derivative form.
The ratio of the peak heights of the various contaminants to the main peak
corresponding to the crystal substrate species was used as a guide to the state
of cleanness of the surface, and was checked after the deeming cycles. During
experiments involving chemisorption, AES together with LEED were used to
check whether the desired surface phase had been obtained.

3.2.6

KRIPES electron gun specifications

The electron gun used is based on a design by Stoffel arid Johnson for a high
perveance, low energy electron gun (pervatron) [55].

3.2.6.1

G un geometry

The gun lens arrangement is shown in Fig(3.15) with the copper lenses separated
by ceramic spacers. Fig(3.16) shows in more detail the mounting of the BaO
cathode. At the energies at which the gun is designed to operate (5

25eV ),

the maximum possible crystal current obtainable before being limited by space
charge effects is determined not by the cathode source, but by the refocusing
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Ceramic
sp a c e rs

Fig 3 .1 6 :G e o m e tr y of cathode section o f pervatron.

-stage of the gun [55, 57]. From the lens calculations of Harting and Read [58],
the spherical aberration coefficient can be reduced if the gun is tubular in design
with the focus lens length equal to the diameter of the gun (D — L = 1.59cm).
The gun is designed to focus the electron beam between 0 —* 3cm from the last
lens, the crystal usually being placed at a distance of approximately 2 cm to allow
some focusing range and correction for crystal movement. The cathode section of
the gun is surrounded by a copper sheath, allowing emission only along the axis
o f the gun.

3.2.6.2 B a O cathode
The cathode material used is barium oxide impregnated with Osmium ( ’M ’ type,
manufactured by Spectra-Mat Inc.). The cathode is thermally activated by a
potted internal filament, the current to which is controlled by the gun supply
unit. Due to the high temperatures at which the cathode operates (maximum
temperature « 1350/f), the stabilising of the gun including thorough outgassing
o f the assembly after exposure to atmosphere takes greater than a week o f con
stant running. This is due to the high local pressures created at the cathode
section and also to the degassing of the copper lenses. Typically, once stabilised
the activation was achieved after approximately 5 — lOmms at a filament current
o f IH = 1.2A.

After this, the cathode was operated at a filament current of

I H — 0.75 —►0.8,4 for optimum focusing conditions with negligible space charge
effects. The cathode is supported by tungsten wire (one of the few metals that
does not cause contamination of the BaO cathode emission) that is spot-welded
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to stainless steel screws on either side (see fig(3.16)). The cathode is biased via an
electrical connection to one screw by a voltage Vc, which determines the kinetic
energy of the emitted electrons. The cathode is separated from the anode aper
ture by 1 mm with the diameter o f the aperture being 0 .8 m m , the anode aperture
acting as a diverging lens with a focal length of three times the anode-cathode
separation.

3.2.6.3 G u n s u p p ly c h a ra cte ristics
The gun supply unit is interfaced to a computer (Cambridge workstation) via a
A D /D A interface unit (CU BE. Control Universal Ltd.). T h e computer is used
to calibrating the supply (supplying 0 —►1 0 volts) and to ramp the lens voltages.
After initial calibration (see section(3.2.6.4)), the focus voltage (Vp) can still be
varied manually; once the gun is focused, Vp maintains a constant ratio to Vc
as the anode and cathode voltages are varied. Focusing o f the gun occurs at
approximately Vp ss 3 /5 Vc, where Vc ~ I / 6 V4 ; the ratio o f the anode-cathode
voltage can also be adjusted on initial calibration. The schematic diagram of the
circuit is shown in Fig(3.17). A work function offset supply is used to compensate
for the difference between the low work function of the BaO cathode and the
gun lenses.

This offset value is typically between 1 —+ 2 V , and is necessary

to maintain the correct voltage ratios when ramping the gun at low energies.
Without this offset, incorrect voltage ratios would have a defocusing effect limiting
performance.
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Fig 3.17:Circuit plan for pervatron.
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3.2.6.4 G un calibration and operation
As mentioned briefly in section(3.2.6.2), there is some considerable time involved
in outgassing the electron gun when the chamber has been open to atmosphere.
Following this outgassing, the BaO cathode was fully activated by setting the
filament, current at approximately 1.2A for five to ten minutes. After this time,
the filament current was reduced (to

rs 0 .8 A)

with emission stabilising after

approximately ten minutes. On initial calibration, the computer sets the input
voltage to the supply at zero volts, setting to zero Vc, Vp and VA in the process.
At this stage it is possible to vary the work function offset voltage, with this
value input in the computer as the cathode voltage.

For the second stage of

the calibration, the computer sets the input voltage to the supply at 10 volts.
The anode voltage is directly linked to the input voltage set by the computer,
with VA = 196V at 10V input. The cathode voltage was manually adjusted to
Vc « 1 / 6

« 31V, the cathode/anode voltage ratio being defined and stipulated

by the gun geometry. This cathode voltage was then input in the computer as
the m a x im u m cathode voltage. If the program is then set to ramp the cathode
voltage between two values (i.e in the range: workfn.offset < Vc < 31V), the
anode voltage will also ramp, hence maintaining a constant ratio with cathode
voltage.

3.2.6.5 F ocusing and beam p ro file m easurem ent
Once calibrated, it is necessary to vary the focus voltage in order to focus the
electron beam on the sample. Since the detection system is optical in design
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(relying on the focusing abilities of the LiF lens), and the angle of incidence of
the electrons at the sample surface needs to be well defined, the spectral and Ary
resolution of the experiment are both determined by the gun focussing conditions.
The energy resolution o f the lens being determined by the size of the focus, and the
&|| resolution is d eterm in ed by the parallelism of the incident electrons. In order
to obtain the optimum focus, the beam profile needs to be monitored constantly
using the Faraday cup located above the crystal sample on the manipulator. The
cup has a pinhole aperture ( 1 mm diameter), and the current arriving at the back
of the cup is measured via a picoammeter. The pinhole aperture is located in
the center of a 1 cm square face, from which the current is also monitored (this
provides a close match to the crystal current produced if the crystal were to be
moved in line with the gun). The cathode voltage is held constant (e.g 10 V)
and the electron gun focused to obtain a maximum current through the pinhole.
The beam profile can then be measured by moving the Faraday cup in x, y and
z directions. This procedure is repeated while decreasing the cathode emission
in order to obtain the optimum focus and beam current. These conditions are
generally met when the cathode has low emission (typically when the current
measured from the anode is less them 0.7mA). Fig(3.18) shows the beam profile
for a kinetic energy o f lOeV together with the voltages at which the profile was
measured. Once the finest focus is achieved, the gun voltages maintain the same
ratio with respect to each other as the energy o f the gun (i.e cathode voltage)
is ramped. The beam current increases rapidly between 3eV and approximately
5eV before flattening over the energy range of interest, see Fig(3.19).
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K .E =10eV
IPH
( x l O -2

uA)
1X t = 1OuA
VF =6.1 v
VA = 59.5 v
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1 H =0.8 A

Y (m m )

Fig 3.18:Beam profile from pervatron, measured with pin-hole ( 1 mm diam.)
Faraday cup. Full width at half maximum is approximately 2 mm.
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v

Crystal current (uA)
Fig 3.19:Plot o f crystal current (/iA ) vs kinetic energy (eV ), following gun fo
cussing at lOeV' kinetic energy.
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3.2.7

Isochromat detector instrumentation

Photons emitted from the crystal sample during the inverse photoemission process
are focused as a function of their wavelength along the Z-axis by a LiF lens
[59, 60, 61].

Three isochromat detectors are placed along this axis, whereby

three different photon energies can be detected.

Although these detectors are

fixed relative to each other (210mm spacings) with detection energies of (a)front
(nearest the LiF lens) 11.5 eV, (b)m iddle 10 eV and (c)back 8.5 eV, the bellows
next to the LiF lens allow the movement of the whole detector assembly which
permits a possible ±0.5 eV shift about mean values for the three isochromat
energies [59]. The detectors each consist of an aluminium alloy box (Fig(3.20))
with a 5 m m diameter aperture. A Csl-coated steel plate is placed behind the
aperture to photoemit electrons at a rate proportional to the photon intensity.
The Csl plate is angled to the aperture, and to a channel electron multiplier
(channeltron) which is used to detect the photoelectrons.

The channeltron is

insulated from the detector casing by polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE ) and the
aluminium box is biased to repel any electrons arising from secondary electron
emission from the sample or photoelectron conversion produced at the chamber
walls. Each channeltron has its own single channel amplifier and discriminator
electronics feeding into a seperate counter channel o f the computer (Cambridge
workstation) which is also used to control the electron gun. The detectors are
each mounted on a linear wobble drive fixed to a 150mm diameter port at the
side (X-axis) allowing movement during alignment, and since the cross-sectional
area of the detectors visible to the lens is small, only approximately 10% of light
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Fig 3.20:Isochromat detector schematic.
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is shadowed by one detector at the next [59],

3 .2 .7 .2 LiF lens
The LiF lens used is biconvex of total diameter 100mm, with a stop positioned in
the centre of the lens in order to prevent paraxial rays (of all energies) reaching
the detectors [60, 61]. A small hole in the center of the stop is used for laser
alignment purposes. LiF has a cut-off photon energy of 11.7 eV (A ~ 105nm)
and shows strong chromatic aberration below this value. The lens was cleaned
using ethanol and has a transmission efficiency that is very sensitive to prolonged
exposure to atmosphere.

3.2.7.3 C s l p h o to e m itte rs
Cesium iodide (Csl) is used to convert the photons incident through the detector
aperture into photoelectrons which can then be detected. Csl was used for its
high quantum efficiency in the wavelength range at which the isochromats are
recorded, and is often also used as a filter in Geiger-Muller and channelplate
detectors for inverse photoemission [62, 63]. The Csl coating was obtained by the
process of vacuum deposition from a tungsten boat at a pressure of P « 1 x 10-6 r
at a temperature of 550K in a separate vacuum system. The Csl coating thickness
was estimated to be approximately 1/xm, with a more compact surface achieved
by the elevated temperature of the steel plate substrate during deposition. Great
care was taken to keep the Csl plates in a vacuum as much as possible, since
the quantum efficiency decreases quickly with exposure time to damp air (see
fig(3.21) [62]). The quantum yield curve for Csl is shown in fig(3.22) [63].
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Fig 3.21:Graph showing relative quantum efficiency of Csl against exposure time
in air. [62]

Quantum
Efficiency
(»

Fig 3.22:Quantum efficiency o f Csl versus wavelength [63]
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3 .2.7.4 C h an n el e le ctr o n m ultipliers
The channel electron multipliers (Phillips X919BL), or channeltrons, convert the
photoelectrons incident from the Csl into pulses by the process of secondary
electron cascades. The pulses are fed via a single channel amplifier to the CUBE
electronics (for counting) and finally to the computer for analysis.

3 .2.7.5 D e te c to r and cry sta l alignm ent
A lignm ent,

of the detectors and crystal was achieved using a HeNe laser operating

in the visible red. The laser is aligned through the window at the end of the
detector section, though the hole at the center of the LiF lens and onto the
crystal sample. The crystal sample was rotated so that the laser light was reflected
through the two side windows in the main chamber (level 2), one of the windows
being on the HA50 analyser. Once the crystal has been centered, the laser was
moved to one of the side windows of level 2, and the light reflected off the crystal
through the center of the LiF lens and through the center o f the end window.
The positions of the detectors to block the light were then determined. Further
fine changes to detector position were conducted in between initial test spectra
to obtain the optimum resolution.
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4.1

Introduction

The study of adsorbates on the (100) surface of fee transition metal surfaces has
received a great deal of attention since the first quantitative determinations of
adsorbate structures on well characterised surfaces were made in the early 70’s
(two o f the first three structures to be studied being O and Na on Ni(100)) [1][5]. The interest in transition metal surfaces is not surprising considering their
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widespread use in industrial catalysis; the surface carbide phase is the catalytically active phase o f Ni in the methanation reaction [6]. O f the low Miller index
crystal surfaces, the (100) surface has a particularly high symmetry and is gener
ally viewed as a g oo d starting point in understanding these catalytic materials.
In this chapter, the KRIPES technique u used to study the clean Ni(100)
surface and the Ni(100)(2 x 2)-C (p4g), Ni(100)(2 x 2)-N (p4y), and Ni(100)c(2 x
2 )-0 adsorption systems.

An introduction to the three adsorption systems is

presented in this section, starting with carbon and nitrogen on Ni(100) and then
detailing the oxygen chemisorption system.
At coverages greater than 0.4 ML, carbon and nitrogen induce strong (2 x
2) — p4<7 ‘ clock’ reconstructions on Ni(100) [8]-[13], in which the adsorbate atom
sits in a fourfold hollow site with the surrounding nickel atoms rotated alter
nately clockwise and anticlockwise with respect to the clean surface positions;
Fig(4.1) shows the geometry of the reconstruction [10]. A photoelectron diffrac
tion (PhD) study on these two adsorbate systems concluded that the magnitude
o f the parallel displacement of the nickel atoms was 0.55 ± 0.20A accompanied
by a top layer expansion of 0.15 ± 0.10A, with the adsorbate atoms positioned
0.25 ± 0.05A above the nickel surface layer for an unreconstructed surface, and
0.10 ± 0.12A above the expanded top layer [12]. The PhD results for the carbon
induced reconstruction agreed with LEED [7, 8] and surface extended X-ray ab
sorption fine structure (SEXAFS) [14] measurements, although the PhD results
for the nitrogen reconstructed surface were found to be at variance with SEXAFS
studies [14, 15] (which found slightly larger nickel atom displacement and
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Top view

Sid e view

\

Adatom
Top Nl layer
Se con d layer
Th ird layer

F ig (4 .1 ) : Top view and side view (cut through solid line) of structure model
for the N and C-induced clock reconstructions on Ni(100), corresponding to the
(2

X

2) phase with (p4g) symmetry.

The adsorbate atoms occupy a four-fold

hollow site with the nearest neighbour Ni atoms rotated, the underlying second
layer Ni atoms being slightly buckled. T h e broken lines represent glide symmetry
planes, their intersections being at the atomic positions of the unreconstructed
Ni(100) substrate [7].
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-no change in the first to second nickel layer spacing). The (2 x 2) structure
has (p4g) symmetry, with strips of alternate squares and diamonds of surface
layer nickel atoms; the LEED, SEXAFS and PhD results find the adsorbate to
sit in the square hollow [8, 14, 16], although Szeftel et al [17] favour the diamond
hollow (both structure assignments are consistant with the (2 x 2) unit cell and
pAg symmetry). From a physical perspective, the clock reconstruction occurs if
the gain in chemisorption energy at small adsorbate height is greater than the
increase in elastic energy accompanying the reconstruction and lattice distortion
[11]; Reindl et al [11] proposed that the attraction between the adsorbate in the
hollow site and second layer Ni atoms drives both C and N atoms toward the sur
face, and in order to decrease the repulsion energy between adatom and nearest
neighbour Ni atoms, the latter adopt the reconstructed layer sites. The recon
struction however, means that pairs o f surface Ni atoms com e closer together,
increasing the repulsion between them and the underlying second layer, which
can be decreased by an outward relaxation of the surface layer and a inward
contraction of the uncovered second layer. This corrugation effect of the second
layer has been observed [7], highlighting the importance o f the second Ni layer in
the bonding process.
The results from angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARUPS) [18,
10] on both C and N adsorbate induced reconstructions on Ni(100) have shown
evidence of additional states in the region of the Ni d-band close to the Fermi
level, and no evidence of upwardly dispersing states due to interaction involving
the adsorbate pz derived states [18]. No previous study has been made on the
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unoccupied electronic structure for carbon or nitrogen on Xi(100).
The early stages of the oxidation of Ni(100) is perhaps the most studied
adsorbate system [21], and although generally understood (for reviews see refs.
[13, 19, 20]), there has in the past been a great deal of controversy (concern
ing both the geometrical and electronic structure), surrounding the chemisorp
tion phases and the nucléation of the nickel oxide.

Techniques used to study

the structure of the oxygen chemisorbed phases on the Ni(100) surface include
LEED [2]-[4] [7]-[25]; surface extended and near-edge X-ray absorption fine struc
ture (SEXAFS and NEXAFS) [15, 26, 27] ; electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS) [28, 29]; photoelectron diffraction [30, 31]; medium energy ion scattering
(MEIS) [32, 33] and scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) [34],
Molecular adsorption of oxygen on Ni(100) is reported only for substrate tem
peratures below 100 K [20]; molecular oxygen dissociates at higher temperatures
and atomic oxygen chemisorbs on the surface.

At room temperature, oxygen

chemisorption on Ni(100) leads to the formation of two structures: p(2 x 2) with
9o = 1 /4 M L and c(2 x 2) with 0O = 1/2M L [13, 29].

At coverages in the

region 0.25 < Oo < 0.35A/X the coexistance of both structures has been re
ported [35, 36], with the formation o f nickel oxide islands also occurring prior
to the complete formation of the c(2 x 2) structure at 90 = 1 /2M L [35, 37].
There has been some discussion concerning the actual adsorption site the oxygen
adopts for the two structures, although it would appear that the oxygen adsorbs
at a four fold symmetric hollow site for both the p(2 x 2) and c(2 x 2) surfaces
[15],[20]-[23],[26, 27, 28], and not an asymmetric four fold hollow site at one pe-
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riod proposed by Demuth et al [38] and later given some support by a DLEED
investigation that determined the oxygen to be displaced by 0.4A from the hollow
site towards the twofold bridge position [39]. The geometries of the p(2 x 2) and
c(2 X 2) structures are shown in Fig(4.2) [29]. The distance of the O adatom above
the nickel surface has also been disputed, with early measurements indicating val
ues of do = 1.5A, do = 0.9A and coplaner with the nickel surface [28]. The later
studies however point towards a do value of approximately 0.9A above the first
layer Ni atoms for both structures [15, 23, 26, 33, 40]. Some slight error in early
determinations of this distance was due to neglecting the possibility of surface relaxation/contraction effects in the first two layers of the nickel substrate; Pendry
et al have determined that on oxygen chemisorption, the clean Ni(100) surface
(with first substrate layer slightly contracted ss —3.2% [33]) relaxes such that
the first substrate layer spacing expands by 0.1 A and the second layer buckles
(amplitude 0.035 ± 0.02A) but maintains a centre of gravity in the bulk position;
this indicates a smaller O to Ni surface layer spacing of do — 0.77A [24],
Chemisorption on d-band metals is generally characterised by the formation
of bonding and antibonding adsorbate-induced electronic states, lying below and
above the d-band [41, 44]. Studies of the electronic structure of the O/N i(100)
system have been previously conducted using both X-ray photoemission (XPS)
[42, 43] and ultra-violet photoemission spectroscopy (in angle integrated and angle
resolved modes) [18, 43, 44] obtaining information regarding the occupied states,
whilst studies using the inverse photoemission technique have provided knowledge
of the unoccupied states [41, 45]-[48]. Although the specifics of the interaction
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p(2x2)

c(2x2)

□ = oxygen atoms
O “ f ir s t la y e r Nl atoms

#

= secon d laye r Nl atoms

F ig(4.2) : Generally accepted structural models for the Ni(100)p(2 x 2 )-0
and Ni(100)c(2 x 2 )-0 adsorption phases. The dashed lines indicate the p(2 x 2)
and c(2 x 2) primitive unit cells [29].
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-between the oxygen overlayer and the nickel surface are not fully understood,
there is evidence that the main interaction involves the 0 (2 p ) states with the Ni
s-p band, with a charge transfer from Ni to O [19, 50).

Some interaction of

the 0 (2 p ) with the Ni d-band has also been predicted theoretically, with the
strength of the interaction increasing with oxygen coverage (at its stongest for
NiO) [49]; the significance of the Ni(3d) involvement in the bonding process has
however, yet to be fully established, although UPS investigations show only a
slight attenuation to the Ni(3d) intensity on oxygen adsorption, which has been
interpreted as indicating that any involvement with the Ni(3d) band is small
[19]. The interaction between the adsorbed oxygen atoms results in an increased
broadening of the oxygen induced bonding states [49] (at ~ 6 eV below the Fermi
level [18, 51]), with an increase in dispersion of this band accompanying a change
from the p(2 x 2) to c(2 x 2) structure [44, 49].

Some splitting of the 0(2 p)

band into pz, px and pv components has been predicted and observed [43, 49, 51];
the 0(2p)-induced bonding states occur at the same energy for both ordered
overlayer structures, with an increase in intensity for the c(2 x 2) phase having
been observed by angle-integrated UPS [19].
IPES studies on the O /N i(110) [46] and 0 / N i ( l l l ) [52] surfaces have observed
oxygen induced antibonding states, which together with the information concern
ing the bonding states from photoemission [43, 53], provide a more complete pic
ture o f the adsorption on these two systems. Although IPES measurements on
the Ni(100)c(2 x 2 )—O system have been previously reported [41, 45, 46, 47], the
observation of the oxygen induced antibonding state that is predicted [46, 48, 52]
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has not been seen. A possible reason for this concerns the isochromat energy at
which these studies were conducted (hui = 9.7eV), for which the oxygen induced
state may be hidden by a direct transition between the bulk s-p bands. It has
been previously suggested that by using different isochromat energies to study
this system, causing the energetic position of the bulk contribution to be shifted,
the oxygen induced antibonding state may be exposed [48].
In this chapter, the results of KRIPES measurements obtained at two different
isochromat energies (10 eV and 11.5 eV) are presented for the clean Ni(100)
surface and for the three half monolayer C, N and O- adsorption structures.
No evidence for the existence of a previously predicted surface resonance on the
clean surface, or an O-induced state close to the Fermi level for the c(2 x 2 )-0
phase are observed in this investigation. However, clear adsorbate 2p-induced
antibonding states are identified on all three surfaces, but with a clear distinction
in behaviour between the c(2 x 2 )-0 simple overlayer adsorption phase and the
C and N-induced reconstructed phases being observed. The possible significance
of these results is discussed, although it is stressed that proper interpretation can
only be achieved with the aid of results from sophisticated calculations derived
from theoretical modelling.

4.2

Experimental details

The experimental procedure is detailed in chapter 3, the KRIPES data being
obtained at two isochromat energies (ftw = 10 and 11.5eP). The Ni(100) sample
was prepared by the usual combination of X-ray Laue alignment, spark eroding,
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mechanical polishing, and in situ argon ion bombardment (1 k e V , « 5fiA cm 2 for
10-15 mins.) and annealing to « 950A"; with exposure to oxygen at high sample
temperatures (ss 700AT)to reduce the level of carbon contamination. LEED and
Auger electron spectroscopy (see Chapter 2) were used to verify the preparation
of a well ordered clean surface (a sharp ( l x l ) LEED pattern being observed).
The KRIPES spectra were acquired at a pressure less them 5 x 10_loiorr,
with the minimum time taken to obtain a spectrum following cleaning (including
activating and focussing the pervatron electron gun) being approximately 50 mins.
KRIPES spectra were acquired over a range o f incidence angles from the clean
Ni(100) surface before embarking on studies of the adsorption phases; the notation
o f incidence angle polarity with respect to sample surface normal is shown in
Fig(4.3). Spectra were normalised to constant background intensity levels below
the Fermi level and above the vacuum level.
The Ni(100)(2 x 2)-C (p4g) adsorption structure was obtained following expo
sure o f the clean Ni(100) surface to ethylene (C 2 H 4 ) at a pressure o f «

1 x 10~7torr

for 10 minutes at a sample temperature approximately 650A ’ [8]. Following cool
ing o f the sample to room temperature, LEED showed a sharp (2 x 2)(p4g)
pattern, with AES confirming this to be due to the presence of carbon on the
surface. The Ni(100)(2 x 2)-C (p4g) adsorption phase was found to be very stable
allowing greater spectra acquisition times.
The KRIPES manipulator lacks sample cooling facilities, so the N i(100)(2x2)N (p4<?) adsorption structure could not be obtained using the process of exposing
the nickel surface to ammonia at low temperatures [54].
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F ig(4 .3 ) : schematic diagram defining electron incidence angle polarity for
KRIPES. The electron gun is fixed at 45° to the optical axis o f the detectors.
Positive angles define movement of the surface normal away from the electron
gun axis, towards the optical axis.
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The technique of low energy bombardment with nitrogen, and subsequent
annealing has been shown to be an effective method of producing this surface
without requiring low temperatures [18], and was therefore used in this study.
The process consisted o f bombarding the clean surface with nitrogen ions at room
temperature (using 500eV ions with a sample current of approximately 2/j.A for
10 mins), and annealing at ss 650/f for 10 mins. LEED and AES were used to
check the surface following this process, with LEED showing a sharp (2 x 2)(p4p)
pattern, and AES showing this to be due to nitrogen on the nickel surface; this
adsorption phase was also found to be very stable.
The Ni(100)c(2 x 2 )-0 phase was obtained following exposure of the clean
Ni( 100) surface to approximately 25L molecular oxygen at a temperature of 350K ,
and annealing to 450K for 5 to 10 mins. LEED showed a sharp c(2

X

2) pattern,

with AES showing only oxygen on the nickel surface. LEED was also conducted
during exposure to oxygen, and the p(2 x 2) pattern observed after approximately
2L, with the c(2 x2 ) pattern visible after approximately 8L but sharpest at oxygen
exposures between 20 to 30L (this being broadly compatible with previous studies
of this surface [20, 21, 25, 27, 34, 35, 41, 46, 52])

4.3

Clean Ni(100) : discussion of results

KRIPES spectra were obtained from the clean Ni(100) surface over a range of
angles set by the gun/detector geometry. The clean Ni(100) surface has been
previously studied using normal incidence IPES [41, 55, 56, 45, 57, 58], k-resolved
IPES [59]-[64] and spin-resolved IPES [47, 65], using isochromat energies close to
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10eV (mainly at 9.7eV using the iodine-filled Geiger-Muller tube)
KRIPES spectra from the present experiments at lOeV and 11.5eV are sum
marised in Fig(4.4). For both isochromat energies, the spectra from the clean
Ni(100) are dominated by three main features, in agreement with previous IPES
studies on this surface [47, 55, 56, 60, 61, 62, 63, 65).

Fig(4.5) shows normal

incidence spectra for both lOeV and 1 l.5 e V isochromats with the three features
labelled.

The peak observed close to the Fermi level ( B l ) is associated with

a transition into the unoccupied Ni 3d-band, and shows little dispersion with
increasing &||. A peak appearing 1-2 eV above the Fermi level in the normal
incidence spectra (labelled B2) and which disperses strongly to higher energies
with increasing incidence angles is associated with transitions to the Ni s-p band.
The third feature (IS) observed at approximately 4-5 eV above the Fermi level at
normal incidence is associated with transitions into the image potential surface
states, and this also shows a dispersion to higher energies with increasing inci
dence angles. T h e KRIPES spectra obtained at hu = 11.5eV' are quite similar
to the hui = lOeV spectra, although they show better spectral resolution due to
a characteristic o f the LiF lens detection system employed. The transition to the
Ni 3d-band is more intense at this isochromat energy, with the s-p band peaks
displaced to a lower energy as a direct consequence o f the different photon energy
employed (this changes the perpendicular component o f the electron momentum
involved in this strongly bulk direct transition occuring between th e . dispersing
s-p bands).
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\

F ig (4 .4 ) : k-resolved inverse photoemission spectra from the clean Ni(100) sur
face, obtained at two different isochromat photon energies : (a) hu> = lOeV, and (b)
hu = ll.5 e V .
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(b)

Ni(100)
lu^=10 eV

Counls(arl).units)

( a)

Ni (lOO)
h u = 11.5 eV

no

( a ) Ni(lOO)

0=-t-2°

1000

Ep

Energy(eV)

( b ) Ni(lOO)

Ef

9 = + 2°

Energy(eV)

F ig(4.5 ) : KRIPES spectra obtained at 0 = + 2 ° from the clean Ni(100) sur
face at (a) hu> = lOeV, and (b) hu> = 11.5eV. Three features are labelled, B l
corresponding to a transition to the d-band; B2 being due to a transition to the
s-p band, and IS associated with a series o f image states that converge on the
vacuum level.
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The change in amplitude of the d-band related peak between the two isochromat spectra can be better understood by comparing the possible direct transitions
for the lOeV and 11.5eV isochromats, see Fig(4.6). The transition to the d-state
for the lOeV photon energy must occur very close to the X point in the band
structure, at which this transition is symmetry forbidden [55], For the ll.SeV'
photon energy, this transition is moved closer to the F point, so the cross section
associated with this transition is expected to rise.
For both the lower energy peaks (B l and B2), the possibility that each may
contain more than one feature has been previously suggested [47, 64, 66). For the
s-p band peak, the second state which has been proposed to contribute to this
intensity is a Shockley surface state, or more specifically a surface resonance; this
has been proposed on the basis of multiple reflection model calculations of im
age potential and intrinsic surface states (a similar resonance has been observed
on the Cu(100) surface close to the s-p band peak using ll.O eV isochromat en
ergy [67]). The possible existence of this surface resonance has been previously
proposed to explain the preferential decrease in intensity o f the s-p band peak
(observed using 9.7eV photon energy isochromats at normal incidence) following
small exposures of the nickel surface to molecular oxygen [47]. As the d-band re
lated peak was observed not to attenuate as dramatically as the s-p band related
peak, it was assumed that a surface feature was being attenuated by the surface
contamination. For the spectral peak close to the Fermi level (which' has been
attributed to transitions into the Ni d-band), there has been a previous report
that 0 adsorption can lead to an enhancement in the amplitude of this
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(a)

E(eV)

\

F ig(4 .6 ) : The k± value o f the radiative transitions B1 and B2 along the
[100] T-X line near X . (a) shows allowed transitions for fiu> = lOeV. (b) shows
allowed transitions for hw = 11.5eV.
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-feature, implying that a new oxygen induced feature occurs close to the Fermi
level [41, 45] (this is discussed in the Ni(100)c(2 x 2 )-0 study of section(4.6));
other measurements have shown a slight attenuation o f this peak with oxygen
adsorption, but there is a general consensus o f opinion that the B2 peak is more
strongly attenuated than the B1 peak (this is the same evidence which has been
used to support the idea o f a surface resonance contribution to B2). The atten
uation of the s-p band and image state peaks is shown clearly in Fig(4.7) for the
lOeV isochromat energy (0 = + 2 °), following increasing exposures to 0 2- In or
der to investigate whether the surface resonance does indeed exist, the adsorption
test has been conducted for the same incidence angle at the higher photon energy
(11.5eK), see Fig(4.8). At this higher photon energy, the energetic position of the
s-p band related peak is shifted, but any surface related features should remain
stationary (as previously mentioned). The surface resonance contribution should
therefore be more readily visible in this series of spectra, appearing as a shoulder
on the high energy side o f the s-p band peak for the clean surface which would
attenuate with increasing oxygen exposure. The spectra shown in Fig(4.8) show
no evidence for the existence of this shoulder feature, and the s-p band related
peak is still dramatically attenuated with little change in intensity o f the d-band
related peak.
The difference in intensity change between the two peaks can also be explained
without the presence of secondary surface state features, by considering the role
o f surface Umklapp in the KRIPES spectra.
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Ni(lOO) + 0,2,3 and 8L Oxygen
hi/=10eV
6= + 2

Energy(eV)
F ig(4.7) : KRIPES spectra showing the effect of increasing oxygen exposure to
the clean Ni(100) surface, obtained at hu> = lOeV and incidence angle 9 = +2°.
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Counts(arb. units)

Ni(lOO) + 0,2,3 and 8L oxygen
hi/=11.5eV Q = + 2

Energy(eV)

ef

F ig(4 .8 ) : KRIPES spectra showing the effect o f increasing oxygen exposure to
the clean Ni(100) surface, obtained at tuo = 11.5eV and incidence angle 0 = +2°.
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The arguments for the existence of these states appear not to take adequate
account of the problems that arise in the proper assignment of new spectral
features following adsorption, due to the role of Umklapp. The problems asso
ciated with Umklapp are well recognised in ARUPS but also equally relevant
to KRIPES. The different behaviour of the d-band and s-p band related peaks
during oxygen adsorption (or general contamination of the surface) can be better
understood by considering the effects o f a disordered surface on the character
of the two transitions. The loss of parallel momentum conservation that occurs
with increased surface disorder, can also lead to changes in spectral intensity at
different nominal values of parallel momentum. This is very relevant considering
that the bulk band structure contributions come from two quite different types of
state (the s-p bands which disperse strongly in both parallel and perpendicular
components o f the momentum, and the d-band which is localised in real space
and disperses only weakly in momentum). Any loss o f parallel momentum con
servation or introduction of new reciprocal net vectors as a consequence o f surface
Umklapp, can then be expected to attenuate the s-p band transition intensities
in the KRIPES spectra quite strongly, while the intensities associated with tran
sitions to the flat d-band should experience little change. For the specific case of
the 9.7eV isochromats on Ni(100), as has been already noted, the cross-section for
inverse photoemission is weak because the k-conserving transition occurs close to
the .X'-point at which the cross-section is zero on symmetry grounds. Any relax
ation o f k-conservation could therefore lead to an actual increase in the spectral
intensity observed, although this is a delicate balance since the d-band passes be-
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low the Fermi level at the T-point Ithe actual intensity therefore is determined by
some integral over the cross section and occupation of the d-band at each value
of perpendicular component of electron momentum).

For the case of ordered

overlayers such as the c(2 x 2 )-0 phase, that have a real space periodicity larger
than that of the substrate, new reciprocal net vectors are introduced which can
effectively transfer spectral intensity (as a result of surface Umklapp) from other
parts of the surface Brillouin zone not sampled on the clean surface. The Ef(k^)
dispersion o f the observed states were calculated and are shown in Fig(4.9). The
energetic position of the final state relating to the sp-band transition can be see
to be shifted for the two isochromat energies, with little variance for the image
states and d-band transitions within the estimated error limits.
determining normal incidence is approximately ± 1 °
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F ig(4.9) : Ef(k^) dispersion o f the experimentally observed.states from the
clean Ni(lOO) surface (Fig(4.4a)). Open circles, triangles and squares were ob
tained at hu> = lOeV. Filled circles and triangles represent points taken from
hu> = 11.5eV isochromat spectra o f Fig(4.4b).
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4.4

Ni(100)(2 x 2)-C : discussion of results

Following formation of the N i(100)(2x2)-C (p4g) surface, KRIPES measurements
were obtained at lOeV and 11,5eV isochromat energies. The range o f electron
incidence angles used was similar to that of the KRIPES investigation o f the clean
surface.
Fig(4.10) shows the series of spectra obtained at the lO eV isochromat energy.
At angles close to normal incidence the spectra resemble those of the clean Ni(100)
surface, with an image state feature still observed at « 4-5eV above the Fermi
level. The peak relating to the transition to the s-p band (at « 1.2eV above the
Fermi level), is attenuated in comparison with the clean surface while the d-band
related peak is slightly more intense. On increasing incidence angles away from
normal incidence, the s-p band peak follows a similar dispersion in energy to that
of the clean Ni(100) surface; this feature is only observable up to approximately
0 = +27° after which it contributes to a general flattening of the normal sloping
background.

At an incidence angle of 0 = +20°, a new peak becomes visible

at approximately 1.5eV above the Fermi level. This feature has a flat dispersion
with increasing incidence angles, and is very clear at angles greater than 0 = +27°
(at which there is little interference from transitions to the unoccupied s-p band).
The KRIPES spectra taken at the 11.5eV photon energy axe shown in Fig(4.11),
and are also similar to the clean Ni(100) spectra for electron incidence angles close
to normal incidence. As in the lOeV isochromat spectra, an image state is ob
served at « 4-5eV above the Fermi level (appearing at the same energy as for the
10eV isochromat spectra, as expected for a surface state), with the d-band
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N i(1 0 0 )(2 x 2 )-C (p 4 g )
0 = —10° t o + 2 0 °

h i/= 1 0 e V

9= +

2 0 ° to + 4 5 °

Counts(arb. u n its)

hu=10eV

(b ) N i( 1 0 0 ) ( 2 x 2 ) - C (p 4 g )
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F ig(4.1 0) : KRIPES spectra from Ni(100)(2 x 2)-C(p4p) at hw = lOeV. (a)
0

= -1 0 ° to +20°. (b) 0 = +20° to +45°.
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(a)

N i(1 0 0 )(2 x 2 )-C (p 4 g )

Ni( 1 0 0 ) ( 2 x 2 ) - C (p 4 g )

0 = - l O ° t o + 2 0 ° l i i'= 1 1 .5 e V

6= +

2 0 ° to + 4 5 °

Coi^nts(arb. u n its)

h u = 1 1 .5 e V

^

Ef

E n erg y(eV )

F ig (4 .1 1 ) : KRIPES spectra from Ni(100)(2 x
a .)0 =

-1 0 ° to +20°. (b) 0 = +20° to +45°.
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EF

2 )- C ( p 4 g )

E n erg y(eV )

at hut = l l . 5 e V .

-related peak (at «

0.3eV above the Fermi level) having an intensity and

dispersion similar to that observed for the clean Ni(100) surface. The peak asso
ciated with the transition to the unoccupied s-p band, disperses to higher energy
with increasing incidence angles, and is visible upto 6 — +27°, after which it
contributes to a flattening o f the higher energy background (as observed for the
lOeV spectra). The carbon induced state observed in the iOeV isochromat spec
tra is also observed at the 11.5eV photon energy, appearing at l.5 e V above the
Fermi level; this peak is also of a similar intensity to that seen in the lower en
ergy isochromat and exhibits a flat dispersion in energy with increasing incidence
angles.
The Ef(k^) dispersion plot for the Ni(100)(2 x 2)-C (p4<?) surface is shown in
Fig(4.12). The C-induced two-dimensional band (labelled SS) can be seen to be
essentially flat, which suggests that they are a consequence o f an interaction with
the nickel d-band. This hypothesis is discussed with respect to the oxygen and
nitrogen adsorption results in section(4.7).
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F ig(4.12) : Ej(k\\) dispersion o f the experimentally observed states from the
Ni(100)(2 x 2)-C(p4<7) surface (see Figs(4.10-11)). Filled and empty symbols rep
resent experimental points obtained at hui = ll.5 e V and hui = lOeV photon
energies respectively. The features B l , B2 and IS are previously assigned fea
tures observable in clean spectra. Feature SS represents the C-induced state.
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4.5

Ni(100)(2 x 2)-N : discussion of results

KRIPES spectra were obtained for the Ni(100)(2 x 2)-N surface at XOeV and
ll.5 e V isochromat energies, over electron incidence angles in the range —15° <
9 < +42° with respect to the surface normal.
Fig(4.13) shows a series of KRIPES spectra obtained at hui = lOeV, for
incidence angles from 9 = —15° to + 2 7°; at angles greater than +27°, only
the features relating to the d-band and s-p band transitions are observed. In
comparison with the KRIPES spectra from the clean Ni(100) surface, the d-band
related peak and the s-p band peak follow a similar dispersion, with the intensity
of the sp-band peak attenuated (the d-band peak remaining mainly unchanged).
A N-induced feature is observed at approximately 2.5-4.5eF above the Fermi level
in the range —15° < 9 < +15°, appearing more intense at negative incidence
angles away from normal incidence (i.e crystal surface normal rotated away from
detector optical axis).
This N-induced peak shows a flat energy dispersion with varying incidence
angles and an increased intensity at the negative incidence angles. This increased
intensity can be explained if the actual geometry of the sample to the detector is
considered. Since the experiment is conducted in a mirror plane o f the crystal the
emission perpendicular to the surface is s-polarised and emission at grazing angles
shows an enhanced contribution of p-polarised light. The increased intensity of
the N-induced state at negative incidence angles where the emission is measured
at angles closer to the surface parallel therefore inplies that emission from this
state is p-polarised leading to the conclusion that the Anal state is -
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N i(1 0 0 )(2 x 2 )-N (p 4 g )
h i/= 1 0 e V

0 = —15° t o + 2 7 °

E n erg y(eV )

ef

F ig (4 .1 3 ) : KRIPES spectra from Ni(100)(2 x 2)-N(p4p) at ftu> =
incidence angles 0 = —15“ to +27°.
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lO eV

for

N i(l0 0 )(2 x 2 )-N
h i/= 1 1 .5 e V

B = -

(p 4 g )

1 5 ° to + 2 7 °

E n erg y(eV )

F ig(4.14) : KRIPES spectra from Ni(100)(2 x 2)-N(p4g) at hto = 11.5eK for
incidence angles 0 = —15° to +27°.
/
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-symmetric. This symmetry would be expected if the adsorbate state involved
in the interaction has pz character.
The spectra obtained at the higher photon energy (11.5eK) also show the
N-induced feature at the same energy, and with the same angular dependence of
intensity that was observed with the lower photon energy (see Fig(4.14)).
The Ef{k\\) dispersion is shown in Fig(4.15), with the N-induced band at ap
proximately 3-4eF above the Fermi level displaying a fiat dispersion in energy.
This flat dispersion would suggest that (as for the C-induced band), it is a con
sequence o f an interaction with the nickel d-bands. This possibility is discussed
with reference to results from the C and O adsorption results in section(4.7).
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F ig(4.15) : Ej(k^) dispersion o f the experimentally observed states from the
Ni(100)(2 x 2)-N(p4</) surface (see Figs(4.13-14)). Filled and empty symbols rep
resent experimental points obtained at hu> = 11.5eF and hu> = 10eV photon
energies respectively. The features B l and B2 are previously assigned features
observable in clean spectra. Feature SS represents the N-induced state.
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4.6

Ni(100)c(2 x 2)-0 : discussion of results

KRIPES spectra obtained from the Ni(100)c(2 x 2 )-0 surface at 10eV and ll.5 e V
photon energies are shown in Fig(4.16) and Fig(4.17) respectively.
For both isochromats, the image state feature observed from the clean Ni(100)
surface is no longer visible. Some attenuation to the s-p band feature is also ob
served; the possible reasons for this have been discussed in section(4.3). The
increased intensity o f the feature just above the Fermi level (assigned to transi
tions to the unoccupied d-band) with O adsorption, has (as mentioned briefly in
section(4.3)) been previously assigned to an O-induced state appearing close to
the Fermi level [41, 45], although other studies have shown a decrease in ampli
tude of this feature [47] questioning the existence o f this state. In the present
study, a decrease in intensity of the d-band feature is observed in both isochromat spectra relative to those from the clean Ni(100) data, in agreement with
Klebanoff el al. [47].
In the spectra o f Fig(4.16-17), there would on first glance, appear to be little
difference in comparison to the clean Ni(100) data (apart from the attenuation
of s-p band peak intensity). Closer examination o f the 10eV isochromat spectra
in Fig(4.16), suggests that the peak assigned to the s-p band transitions on the
clean surface occurs at a slightly higher energy in the c(2 x 2 )-0 data. Fig(4.18)
shows comparisons o f spectra obtained at hui = lOeV for the clean Ni(100) and
Ni(100)c(2 x 2 )-0 surfaces at 0 = +12° and 0 = +22°, normalised to constant
background intensities.
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N i(l0 0 )c (2 x 2 )-0
h i/ = 10eV

6 = + 2 ° to

+ 32°

E n erg y(eV )

F ig (4 .1 6 ) : KRIPES spectra from Ni(100)c(2 x 2 )- 0 at hu; = lOeV.
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N i(1 0 0 )c (2 x 2 )-0
h i / = 1 1 .5 e V

F

f

6 = + 2 ° to + 3 2 °

E n e r g y (e V )

F ig (4 .1 7 ) : KRIPES spectra from Ni(100)c(2 x 2 )-0 at hu> = 11.5eK.
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F ig (4 .1 8 ) : Comparison of KRIPES spectra from clean Ni(100) and N i(100)c(2x
2 )-0 surfaces obtained at hu = lOeV. (a) 0 = +12°, (b) 6 = +22°.
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This energetic shift in intensity was also observed, but slighty more pro
nounced, for the 11.5eV isochromats shown in Fig(4.17); this improved clarity
is tin effect of better spectral resolution in the s-p band peak which occurs at
slightly lower energy than inthe lOeV isochromat spectra (as a consequence of
the s-p band dispersion in perpendicular component of electron momentum). A
comparison of spectra obtained from the clean Ni(100) and Ni(100)c(2 x 2 )-0 sur
faces at hu> = 11.5eV (at the same incidence angles used in Fig(4.18)) is shown
in Fig(4.19). This energy shift is attributed to the presence of new O-induced
states on the surface. The problem of surface Umklapp occurrence in connection
with this observation has also been considered, but to our knowledge, on the basis
o f s-p band mapping of the clean Ni(100) surface, there should not be any new
intensity at this final state energy as a consequence of surface Umklapp involving
c(2 x 2) reciprocal net vectors.
Fig(4.20) summarises the two-dimensional band structure o f the O-induced
feature observed in the KRIPES data. These features show no detectable disper
sion in perpendicular momentum (which is not conserved for a surface-localised
state); the small difference in the apparent energy of this state obtained from
the two isochromat energies is well within the precision limits o f the energy de
termination. By comparison, the location of the s-p band mapped by the two
different photon energies is shifted energetically due to different parts of the s-p
band being m apped at the same values o f parallel momentum.
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F ig (4 .1 9 ) : Comparison o f KRIPES spectra from clean Ni(100) and N i(100)c(2x
2 )-0 surfaces obtained at hui = 11.5eV. (a) 0 = +12°, (b) 0 = +22°.
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Ef(k n) dispersion plot.

ku(A ‘ )

F ig(4.20) : Ef(k^) dispersion o f the experimentally observed states from the
N i(10 0)c(2 x2)-0 surface (see Figs(4.16-17)). Filled and empty symbols represent
experimental points obtained at hut = ll.5 e V and hus = IQeV photon energies
respectively. The features B 1 and B 2 are previously assigned features observable
in clean spectra. Feature SS represents the O-induced state.
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4.7

Discussion and conclusions

The results of KRIPES experiments reported here on the clean Ni(100) and c (2 x
2 )-0 adsorption phase provide new information on the electronic structures of
these surfaces.
Firstly, the intensity enhancement o f the feature near the Fermi level (B l) that
has previously been observed [41, 45] with O adsorption does not, on the basis of
our arguments (concerning surface Umklapp effects, and momentum conservation
for a disordered surface) provide convincing evidence for a new O-induced state,
although these same arguments do not exclude the possibility that such a state
might exist. In the present study, no experimental evidence for the existence of
this O-induced state was observed, as the intensity near the Fermi level was found
to decrease on forming the c(2 x 2 )-0 phase (in agreement with another study
on this system [47]). We have also argued that the observed attenuation of the
s-p band feature (B2) on 0 adsorption does not necessarily imply that a surface
resonance exists on the clean surface at this energy. From the data obtained here
at the higher photon energy (hui =: 11.5eV'), no evidence for the existence o f this
surface resonance was observed, indicating that this state is either not present, or
has a low KRIPES cross-section. Thirdly, the enhancement on the high energy
side of th e peak (B2) attributed to the bulk s-p band transition, seen here after
forming the c(2 x 2 )-0 overlayer, is difficult to understand other than in terms
of a true O-induced state.

KRIPES data from the N and C adsorption structures also show evidence for
adsorbate induced states, which is now discussed with respect to the O-adsorption
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data. The results from the three adsorption phases can be briefly summarised.
Firstly, adsorbate 2p-induced states a few eV above the Fermi level have been
identified, produced by the adsorption of C and N on Ni(100). Secondly, similar
O 2p-induced states a few eV above the Fermi level have also been identified at
a similar energy to those seen on other low index Ni surfaces. Thirdly, a clear
distinction in behaviour of these adsorbate induced states is observed between
the C and N phases, and the 0 adsorption phase. Perhaps the most important
observation concerns the dispersion in energy of these features with fc||. Both C
and N-induced states show an essentially flat dispersion while the O-induced state
disperses quite strongly with parallel momentum. Considering the difference in
the surface structure between the simple O overlayer in comparison with the N
and C induced reconstructions, it is difficult to believe that there is not some
connection between the structural effects and the electronic interaction. These
results do not however, allow us to make any clear assignment as to the nature of
the adsorbate induced states, and their relationship to the nature of the recon
struction, and to why O behaves so differently to C and N. To arrive at any clear
conclusion, it would be necessary to ‘unpick’ the structure of a sophisticated total
energy calculation which correctly predicts the observed structured and electronic
properties.

Some speculation concerning these different adsorption systems is

however possible.
Perhaps the most obvious and simplest interpretation of the results can be ob
tained from the dispersion of these adsorbate induced states. For N find C , a flat
dispersion of the adsorbate-induced states could be attributed to an interaction
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of the 2p states with the localised Ni d-band states. For the O-induced states, the
dispersion in energy with change in ¿|| could be attributed with an interaction
with the Ni s-p band. This description does offer an explanation for the very
different dispersive properties, and is broadly in agreement with earlier ARUPS
investigations which showed modifications to the occupied d-states for the N and
C structures, but not for the c(2 x 2 )-0 phase. It is also clean that any changes to
the electronic structure close to the Fermi level are likely to have implications for
the total energy of a structure and would therefore offer a possible ‘fingerprint’
for the reconstruction.
A further important distinction between C and N adsorption sites and O ad
sorption sites concerns the adsorbate to top Ni layer distance.

The C and N

atoms occupy sites that are almost, coplanar with the top Ni atoms as a conse
quence of the reconstruction [12], whereas the O atoms occupy sites 0.8A above
this layer [24]. A simple approach towards understanding the adsorbate-induced
band structure for ordered chemisorbed overlayers is to seperate the adsorbate and
substrate band structures. This approach considers firstly the two-dimensional
band structure produced by adsorbate-adsorbate interaction and then includes
the influence o f the adsorbate-substrate bonding on that band structure. This
formed the basis o f early discussion of the Ni(100)c(2 x 2 )-0 system [49] and
more recent discussion of experimental results for all three adsorption systems
[10, 18]. The effect o f the substrate on adsorbate-adsorbate interactions is likely
to be strong even for O, as would be expected when the nearest neighbour Ni-O
distances are significantly shorter than the 0 - 0 distances (1.9A[23] compared
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with 3.5A). For the O overlayer however, it is still possible to consider direct
adsorbate-adsorbate interactions, but the N and C adsorbate atoms that are
coplanar with the top Ni layer can only effectively interact through metal atoms,
an interaction which is closely linked to the N-Ni and C-Ni bonding specifically.
Additionally the N-Ni and C-Ni nearest neighbour distances axe smaller than the
O-Ni nearest neighbour distance ( « 1.80A [12]) which would give further support
to the C and N adsorbate interaction with Ni involving a hybridisation with the
relatively localised Ni 3d-band.
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5.1

Introduction

The effects o f alkali metal adsorption on metal surfaces have been extensively
studied since the first pioneering work of Langmuir and co-workers in 1923 [1, 2]
who observed large work function decreases with alkali metal coverage, and fast
surface migration of the alkali metal. Later, they extended the research to coad
sorption with oxygen observing a further decrease in the work function of the
metal substrate [3]. The amount of interest in alkali metal adsorption and coad
sorption has increased with the diversity of industrial applications. Alkali metals
are used as promoters and modifiers in heterogenous catalysis in many industri
ally important reactions such as the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis of hydrocarbons
from CO/H i mixtures [4] and the synthesis of ammonia from Ni/H i [5]; by pro
moting the catalyst with alkali metcil containing additives, a superior selectivity
and/or reactivity of the catalyst can be achieved [6]. In the development of pho
tocathodes (the original aim of Langmuir), the use and effect of alkali metals
is still the subject of intense research activity such as in the production of spin
polarised electron sources (GaAs for example, when dosed with Cs and O can
attain a negative electron affinity and when irradiated with circularly polarised
light becomes a concentrated source of polarised electrons)[7]. The possible use
o f alkali metal additives in the dry oxidation of semiconductor surfaces through
the promotion o f the surface oxidation is also of current interest, although the
difficulty in removing the alkali following the oxidation together with the effects
of the alkali metal on the electronic properties of the material, may prevent prac
tical exploitation. The industrial applications o f the oxidation of metals are also
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numerous, with the interaction of O with A1 surfaces being a good example of
protective oxide formation (this being important in structural applications such
as the bonding of aluminium parts in the airplane industry [8]). In addition to al
kali metal promoted oxidation of metal surfaces, work has been pursued on other
metal adsorbate promoted oxidation including the use o f rare earth additives. The
adsorption of alkali metals on metals and semiconductors has produced a number
of interesting effects in addition to those observed by Langmuir; these include the
two dimensional ordering of alkali adatoms, charge transfer, altered surface reac
tivity and bond energy changes. The effect of the alkali metal adsorbate on the
electronic structure of the surface has significance in electron emission, substrate
bonding, local bonding and reactive properties [6].
In experimental studies aiming to clarify the mechanism of catalytic reactions
on transition metal surfaces, one o f the chief problems has been to separate the
contributions of the s, p and d states. In order to simplify the problem, other
simpler metal substrates have been used, in particular aluminium (polycrystalline
and single crystal surfaces). Aluminium has no occupied d states, and has a free
electron like valence band made up by mainly s and p symmetric states [9]; the
electronic structure can be adequately modelled with the jellium model [10]. In
this chapter, the influence o f pre-adsorbed sodium on the early stages o f oxida
tion o f A l ( l l l ) has been investigated using synchrotron radiation photoemission
measurements of the A1 and Na 2p states. A strong promotion of the rate of oxy
gen dissociation and formation of three-dimensional oxide has been observed that
is induced by the presence o f the sodium. At a sodium coverage of 6^a « 0.33
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monolayers (corresponding to the A l(lll)(\ /3 x \/3)^30o-Na phase), the A1 2p
chemically shifted states characteristic o f the chemisorption precursor to oxida
tion seen on the Na-free surface axe no longer seen.

A state of intermediate

chemical shift is however seen in the Na 2p photoemission spectrum at much
lower oxygen exposures, and is characteristic of a new oxidation precursor.
Section(5.2) discusses the photoemission process and the implications concern
ing chemically shifted core-level states with Section(5.3) presenting and discussing
the experimental results together with conclusions obtained.

5.2

Theory

5.2.1

Background

The photoelectric effect was originally observed by Hertz in 1887, when it no
ticed that material exposed to electromagnetic radiation o f high enough energy
(or short enough wavelength) would emit electrons [11]. The photoelectric or
photoemission effect is defined by the Einstein relation [12] (see eqn(5.1)) which
equates the maximum kinetic energy of the emitted electron to the quantised
amount o f light energy (hu>) minus the minimum work necessary for an electon
to escape the emitter (i.e the work function <t>).

Ekin = hoj - <t>

(5.1)

Equation(5.1) does not however, account for all the observed features in the
photoemission spectrum; this is discussed in this section. Although the process
o f photoemission is not a new concept, it wets not until the early 1970’s that
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photoemission spectroscopy (PES) became intensely used for the study of solids
and surfaces [13].
The early work in photoemission was conducted at low energies using ultra
violet radiation (UPS) typically from He gas discharge line sources (Hel and Hell
line energies of 21.2eV and 40.8eV). In this low energy regime only the valence
band is generally accessible, and in order to observe the highly localised core levels
much higher incident photon energies (X-ray range) are required. The typical
laboratory X-ray source for photoemission relies on the K a emission of Mg or
Al, with energies of 1253.6eV and 1486.6eV respectively. Because of the different
available photon sources (ultra-violet or X-ray) the techniques were labelled ultra
violet photoemission and X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (UPS and XPS), with
the former regarded as valence band photoemission and the latter mainly used
for core level photoemission spectroscopy [13, 14, 15], (Fig(5.1) shows the two
processes). The development o f synchrotron radiation sources with the ability
to utilise a whole range of photon energies made the distinction superfluous (for
example, the experimental results presented in this chapter arise from a core
level study using photon energies in the range 90-110eV). Since the experimental
photoemission work presented is a core level investigation, it is mainly aspects of
XPS that are detailed here.
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F ig 5.1 : Comparison of Ultra violet and X-ray photoemission processes (UPS
and XPS).
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5.2.2

Core level photoemission

A n extension of Einstein’s equation (5.1) that considers not only the highest
energy electrons, but all of them is shown in eqn(5.2).

In this case the total

energy of the photon is absorbed by a single electron of binding energy —E/,. See
[14].

E k = hu — Ei,

(5-2)

Th e kinetic energy (Ek ) and binding energy (Eb) are defined relative to the Fermi
level. In the Hartree-Fock approximation [16, 17, 18], the binding energy of the
electron is calculated by subtracting the total energy of the system in its ground
state from the total energy after photoemission (i.e. in its ionised state) assuming
that the system is ‘frozen’ (see eqn(5.3)).

E ? f = E h f (N ) - E h f (N - 1)

(5.3)

T h e energy E ^ F (Koopmans energy) calculated in this manner is rather inaccu
rate when approximating to core level energies, but does have some success in
calculating the energy of valence band states [17]. The reason for this inaccuracy
is that when calculating the toteil energy of the systems it is assumed that there
is no electron interaction, hence the electrons near the photoemitted electron are
considered static during the process [16, 17, 19, 20, 21]. In reality, the surrounding
electrons in the atom relax to screen the core hole left by the photoelectron (so
called intra-atomic relaxation [22]). This has the effect o f increasing the energy
o f the photoelectron by an amount Ea, therefore eqn(5.2) becomes
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Ek

= ku> — Et, + E c

(5.4)

So fax it has been assumed that the photoemission process occurs slowly,
and a stable equilibrium is reached (the ‘ adiabatic’ approximation). If, as is the
case, the process is taken to be rapid (the perturbation to the system ‘turned on ’
quickly), then the ‘sudden’ approximation provides a more realistic representation
[14, 23]. In this case, the final state could be one where an electron (other than
the photoelectron) occupies tin excited bound state o f the atom (shake up), or
an electron is ejected into an unoccupied state above the vacuum level (shake
off). These processes leave less energy for the photoelectron, and are responsible
for lower energy satellites observed in the resulting spectra [13, 14, 20, 23], a
schematic o f these processes is shown in Fig(5.2).
A second relaxation effect beyond that of an isolated atom is the interatomic
relaxation [13, 14, 23]. This is due to the screening by the weakly bound and
highly mobile valence band electrons in the surrounding solid which also acts to
increase the energy of the photoelectron by an amount Er, see eqn(5.5)

E k = hu - Eb + Ea + Er

(5.5)

The results of both the adiabatic and sudden approximation are shown schemat
ically in Fig(5.2); the latter being closer to the truth than the former. In general,
the loss mechanisms which give rise to structure at lower kinetic energy to the
photoemission peak can be categorized as due to losses by intrinsic or extrinsic
processes [13, 17].
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Fig 5.2 : Comparison of core level photoemission from an atom and a solid.
For photoemission from a solid, both the adiabatic and sudden approximations are
illustrated.

Ea and Er are the intra-atomic and interatomic relaxation energies

respectively [14],
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Fig 5.3 : Graph of electron mean free path (À ) versus kinetic energy (eV ) for
electron-electron and electron-phonon scattering [13],
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Intrinsic losses are those that occur during the photoemission process, such
as electron-hole pair creation around the Fermi energy which together with the
‘shake up’ and ‘ shake off’ processes produce a characteristic inelastic tail to the
main peak. Another intrinsic loss is produced by the creation of bulk and sur
face plasmons during excitation (plasmon losses), which give rise to plasmon loss
features at kinetic energies below the inelastic tail (see Fig(5.2)) [14, 20, 24]. Ex
trinsic losses are due to inelastic collisions as the photoelectron follows it route
to the surface; these also contribute to the electron-hole (e-h) and plasmon loss
structure. Fig(5.3) shows the electron inelastic scattering mean free path as a
function o f E k (for metals) for electron-electron and electron-phonon scattering.
The photoelectrons that form the main peak therefore, have undergone little or
no inelastic collisions and are generally from the top few monolayers, establishing
the surface specificity of the process [13].

5.2.3

Chemical shifts of core-levels

The binding energies of the core level electrons observed using photoemission,
are very sensitive to both the electronic environment and the relaxation energy
changes that can occur with alteration o f nearest neighbour separation, and/or
chemical species [13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20].
The observed chemical shifts are not due to one particular contribution, but
rather from a combination of initial and final state effects. The final state effects
have already been discussed, and consist o f changes to the electronic environment
induced by the creation of a core hole in the photoemission process (these are
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the intra-atomic and interatomic relaxation effects). The initial state effects are
due to changes in the electronic environment prior to the photoemission process
(occurring for example, through adsorption and chemical interaction)[l7, 18]. If
the potential in the core o f an atom is directly influenced by a variation in the
initial state charge density, then a change in potential will shift the core level
eigenvalues. This shift can be determined using the Hartree-Fock approach of
calculating eigenvalues o f the initial state charge densities (i.e for E HF(N ) and
E h f (N — 1), see eqn(5.3)), and talcing the difference [13]. Using this method
assumes a static (or smeared) field o f the other electrons in the system. The theory
surrounding this technique of deriving the initial state contribution through the
core level eigenvalue shift is well documented in theoretical studies [25].
In the methodology o f the experiment presented in this chapter, the observed
chemical shift of core level binding energies cannot be separated into initial and
fined state components, and it is the number o f different chemically shifted states,
and their relative intensities observed (together with other related information
such as adsorbate coverage) that is used to provide a ’fingerprint’ of the adsorbatesubstrate interaction.

5.2.4

Energy Reference level

Conscious of the sensitivity of the peak position to these factors, it is necessary
in a core level study (for example involving adsorption) to have knowledge of
the absolute positions o f peaks in the clean system of both substrate and ad
sorbate species before any comparison with observed shifted peaks (which may
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subsequently be identified with certain stages in the interaction). The question
of whether to reference these binding energies to the vacuum level or the Fermi
level is much discussed [13, 14, 17, 16]. The vacuum level is generally not used
due to variations in the work function of the substrate during adsorption, and
also because of the complexities of accounting for the contact potentials in the
experimented system. Referencing to the Fermi level (at least in metals) is much
the favoured option, as the Fermi level can be defined as the energy cut off in the
photoemission spectra (i.e. the limit of occupied states) and is actually observed
in all o f the spectra.

5.3

Sodium-promoted oxidation o f A l ( l l l ) stud
ied by core- level photoemission.

5.3.1

Previous Work

The general theory behind the adsorption o f alkali metals on metal surfaces was
first presented by Gurney [26]. In this model, the valence s electron of the alkali
meted hybridises with the upper states of the valence band o f the substrate metal
broadening the s state and lowering it in energy such that the alkali metal loses
part of its s electron to the substrate. As a consequence o f this, the electrostatic
potential around the alkali adatom will lower, leading to a work function decrease.
This picture treats the alkali adatom as being partly ionic at low coverages, with
the alkali atoms forming dipoles at the surface and having an even distribution
(due to dipole-dipole repulsion and fast surface migration). After a certain alkali
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coverage is reached, the dipole-dipole interaction causes a mutual depolarization
effect that eventually cancels out the decrease in work function due to the increase
in alkali adatoms (corresponding to the work function minimum), with further
alkali adsorption resulting in an increase in substrate work function and formation
o f a metallic alkali layer [27]. This model has been refined by Lang and Williams
[28], and by Muscat and Newns [29], with further corroboration through the
calculations of Muscat and Batra [30]; Serana et al [31] and by Persson and
Dubois [32].
The oxygen-aluminium system has been studied extensively in recent years
with many conflicting results. Early work was conducted on polycrystalline alu
minium and later on the single crystal surfaces [9], Yu et al measured valence
band photoemission after oxygen adsorption and found that the workfunction
of the Al film did not change for small oxygen coverages, leading them to con
clude that O penetrates into the Al surface resulting in a disappearance of the
z-component o f the O dipole moment [33]. In agreement with Yuei al, Eberhardt
and Kunz concluded from photoemission experiments that O penetrates into the
aluminium surface especially for the (100) surface [9], Flodstrom et al measured
the Al 2p photoemission for the (111) and (100) surfaces, and observed (in the
(111) case) an intermediate oxidation state (with a chemical shift of 1.4eV) prior
to final oxidation (shift of 2.7eV) and interpreted this as being due to O atoms
sitting on the surface. For the (100) surface, no intermediate state was'observed
[34]. Flodstrom et al also presented evidence that this two step oxidation process
was unique to the (111) surface, and showed for the first time that an ordered
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oxygen overlayer exists on an fee metal (the oxygen occupying a three fold hollow
site on the (111) surface with no A1 atom underneath in the second A1 layer) [35].
By 1981, although adsorption on Al(100) and Al(110) seemed to be generally un
derstood, the more complex A l ( l l l ) surface had acquired several models (from
ordered overlayers to random overlayers and overlayer/underlayer combinations
[36]) to explain the process. Soria et al using LEED and AES concluded that
the interaction of oxygen with A l ( l l l ) was in fact a four stage process [36]. The
intermediate chemisorption state that was observed originally by Flodstrom et al
on the A l ( l l l ) surface [34] has been associated with an ordered (1 x 1) phase
with the oxygen atoms occupying the three fold coordinated hollow site [35, 37].
From a room temperature study of O on A l ( l l l ) using synchrotron radiation
photoemission measurements of the A l 2p state, M cConville et al observed four
chemically shifted Al 2p peaks [38] which were assigned to surface aluminium
atoms bonding to one, two and three oxygen atoms, with the fourth peak (expe
riencing the greatest shift) assigned to the oxide. More recent O Is X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) [39] and scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM ) [40]
investigations have provided further confirmation o f these assignments.
The promotion of the oxidation of metal and semiconductor surfaces by coad
sorbing alkali metals is well known [6]. However, the actual interaction of the
alkali meteil with the substrate and the mechanism behind the increased oxida
tion rate are not completely understood. The alkali metal is known to reduce the
work function of the substrate, and increase the dissociation rate of the oxygen
molecules at the surface. It has been proposed that once a thin oxide layer exists
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on the surface, electrons tunnelling through the layer from the substrate Fermi
level to the affinity level of the adsorbed oxygen ion have the effect of reducing the
barrier for oxygen penetration into the aluminium [41]. It has also been proposed
that the work function decrease is not caused by charge transfer to the substrate,
but by a strong polarisation of the alkali metal overlayer [41]. The main contro
versy surrounding the adsorption of alkali metals like sodium on metal surfaces
such as aluminium occurs in the sub-monolayer regime. Gurney’s original pic
ture proposes that the alkali metal forms an ionic bond with the substrate (i.e
charge transfer occurs from alkali metal to substrate to form local dipoles). There
is plenty of evidence to support this theory from photoemission [42] and inverse
photoemission [43] results, with the formation of two dimensional bands observed
for Na [44] confirming the metallic character of the multilayer alkali adsorbate.
However, Ishida and Terakura [45] have recently proposed that the bonding is
initially covalent (or neutral), maintaining that there is a charge shift but not a
charge transfer to the substrate. Using local-density-formalism pseudopotential
calculations, they suggest a strong covalency of the alkali metal to substrate bond
which is independent of the alkali metal coverage (with no change to the energy
of occupied and unoccupied valence levels). The debate behind the ionic/covalent
bonding is ongoing and is not dealt with in further detail here.

5.3.2

Experimental system

The experiments were performed on beam line 6.1 of the Daresbury synchrotron
radiation source; the system having being described in Chapter(2). The A l ( l l l )
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crystal was prepared by a combination of X-ray Laue orientation, spark machin
ing, mechanical polishing and in situ cycles of argon ion bombardment (ss 2keV
for 30 mins) and annealing (650 K for similar tim e). A clean well-ordered sur
face was produced as established by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and low
energy electron diffraction (LEED) (the clean surface showing a sharp (1 x 1)
pattern). Sodium was deposited from a SAES getter source mounted approxi
mately 5cm from the sample. Prior to deposition the getter source was thoroughly
outgassed, with deposition effected at fixed heating currents (5 to 6 A) through
the getter for various periods of exposure to the sample which allowed controlled
amounts o f sodium ( < 0.1M L) to be deposited. The sodium coverage was esti
mated from the relative A1 and Na 2p core level photoemission signals and Auger
intensities, with the coverage of 0^a «

0.33 monolayers, corresponding to the

ordered (y/3 x %/3)i230° LEED pattern, used as calibration point.
Oxygen exposures were attained by exposing the sample to oxygen gas in the
chamber via a leak valve at pressures in the range 1 X 10-8 to 1 x 10~7mbar
dependent on size o f exposure required. For both sodium and oxygen dosing, the
sample was maintained at room temperature.

5.3.3

Experimental Results

5.3.3.1

Oxidation o f A l ( l l l )

A series o f A1 2p photoemission spectra were taken at a photon energy of lOOeV
from a clean A l ( l l l ) surface following different oxygen exposures. The spectra
were normalised to the reference electron beam current o f the storage ring and
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set out in order of exposure in Fig(5.4). In the spectrum from the clean A l ( l l l )
surface the 2p spin-orbit split doublet is clearly visible. At the highest oxygen
coverage ( « WOOL) the original A1 2p doublet is no longer visible, the spectra
being dominated by a broad peak (the spin-orbit splitting not observed) which
is chemically shifted by approximately 2.6eV relative to the metallic (clean sur
face) peaks. This feature has been widely attributed to the surface oxide. At the
intermediate exposures, several other peaks axe observed which have undergone
intermediate chemical shifts with respect to the final oxide chemical shift. Pre
vious measurements have shown that there axe in fact three intermediate states
(having chemical shifts o f approximately 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5eV) [38]. Since the dif
ference between these chemical shifts is similar to the spin-orbit splitting, the
2pi/2 feature of one state overlaps the 2p3/ 2 peak of the next and so on, therefore
it may appear that there axe only one or two intermediate states present. The
relative intensity of each o f these peaks indicates a sequential filling of these states
as the oxygen is taken up by the aluminium surface. This interpretation for the
intermediate chemisorbed states has been supported by O Is XPS [39] and STM
[40] studies. It is also clear from Fig(5.4) that there is some intensity increase of
the final oxide state occurring prior to the saturation of the chemisorption phase.
The XPS and STM results indicate that saturated ( l x l ) chemisorption phase
islands axe formed on the surface in preference to a random filling of sites.
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© N a = 0*00 M L

Normalized Intensity (arb. units)

C le a n A1 (111)

Fig 5 .4 : A1 2p photoemission spectra from A l ( l l l ) with increasing oxygen
exposure.
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5.3.3.2 O xidation o f A /(lll)(\ /3 x v/'3)-ft30°-Na surface
The clean A l ( l l l ) surface was predosed with sodium to a coverage of 6^a «
0.33M L , and subsequent LEED measurements showed a (\/3 x \/3)R30° LEED
pattern.

Auger electron spectra were taken for later use in calibrating other

sodium dosages. A1 2p and Na 2p photoemission spectra were taken for increasing
oxygen exposures.
Fig(5.5) shows the A1 2p spectra for oxygen exposures from 0 to 1000 L.
Comparing these spectra to the data in Fig(5.4), it can be seen that the inter
mediate chemically shifted peaks are no longer visible, and that the broad peak
associated with the final oxide appears at a much lower exposure ( « 4 — 5L).
Comparison of the relative magnitudes o f the oxide and metallic peaks for the
10 L exposure and the 1000 L exposure on the clean surface (Fig(5.4)) reveals a
great similarity. From this, it can be estimated that the presence o f the sodium
enhances the oxidation rate by about a factor of 100. In the spectrum corre
sponding to the 1000 L exposure in Fig(5.5), the total area of the broad oxide
peak is much greater than that of the metallic state peaks of the clean spectrum
(F ig(5.4)). Since all the spectra are normalised to constant incident photon flux,
this net increase in photoemission intensity can be attributed to the growth of
surface oxide multilayers (the inelastic scattering mean-free-path being greater in
the oxide than in the metal) [46].
In order to establish reasons for the disappearance of the intermediate chemisor
bed states in the spectra of Fig(5.5), it is necessary to consider the structure of
the (V 3 x V5).R30 o phase associated with the 9\a « 0.33M L coverage.
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Normalized Intensity (arb. units)

0 N a = 0.33 ML

Fig 5.5 : A1 2p photoemission spectra from A l(lll)(> /5 x \/3)/i30o-Na with
increasing oxygen exposure.
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This phase corresponds to a saturation of the surface layer (further sodium
adsorption produces a (2 x 2) phase which appears to correspond to a double
layer o f mixed Al-Na alloy [47, 48]). For the (\/3 x \/3)R30° phase, measurements
using surface extended X-ray absorption fine structure (SEXAFS)[49] and normal
incidence standing X-ray waves (NISXW)[48, 50] have indicated that the sodium
atoms substitute top layer alum inium atoms such that each A1 atom is surrounded
by three Na atoms.

This geometry is shown in Fig(5.6).

If an oxygen atom

adsorbs on this surface, adopting a surface site coordinated to 3 surface metal
atoms, it would have 2 A1 atom nearest neighbours and 1 Na atom neighbour
making a very different environment from that o f the clean surface. The missing
intermediate chemisorption states in the A1 2p spectra of Fig(5.5) can therefore
be assigned to adsorption site blocking by the Na atoms (see also section(5.3.4)).
For the same surface (A /(lll)(\ /3 x %/3)i230°-Na), Na 2p photoemission spec
tra were taken (hv = llO eF ) for varying oxygen exposures (0 to 50 L), see
Fig(5.7). W ith the increase of oxygen exposure, prior to the final oxide chem
ically shifted state of the 50 L exposure, there is evidence for an intermediate
chemically shifted state. In Fig(5.8), the Na 2p photoemission spectra for the 4 L
oxygen exposure is shown following analysis with a simple curve fitting program
(the program allowing linear background subtraction and lineshape generation
utilising Gaussian, Lorentzian and Doniach-Sunjic asymmetry functions). The
original Na 2p contribution has virtually vanished (peak A ), with the final oxide
state shown chemically shifted by approximately 1.9eV (peak B).
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F ig 5.6 : Geometry of A1(111)(V3 x v/3)/*30°-Na phase. The Na atoms substi
tuting into the top A1 layer.
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Normalized Intensity (arb. units)

0 N a = 0.33 ML

F ig 5.7 : Na 2p photoemission spectra from A l ( l l l ) (\/3 x \/3)fi30o-Na with
increasing oxygen exposure.
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J 1000.

The flat top of the original spectrum is seen as a signature of an additional
peak, and in the case o f the spectrum in Fig(5.8) is shown to be attributable
to an intermediate chemically shifted peak (peak C ), the chemical shift being
approximately 0.7eV relative to the Na 2p energy prior to exposure to oxygen.
This intermediate state observed in the Na 2p spectra passes through its highest
intensity prior to the acceleration of the true oxidation state, in a similar way to
the intermediate chemically shifted states in the clean A1 2p spectra of Fig(5.4). It
would appear therefore that the chemisorption precursor to the final oxidation of
A l ( l l l ) still exists, but with the local bonding (or charge transfer) now occurring
between the O and Na atoms rather than the O and A1 atoms.

5.3.3.3 O x id a tio n o f A l ( l l l ) at in te rm e d ia te N a coverages
Fig(5.9-10) show A1 2p photoemission spectra obtained following predosing of the
clean A l ( l l l ) surface to 0.05 and 0.20ML o f Na and various exposures of oxygen.
For the 0ffa ~ 0.05 M L predosed spectra, several o f the chemically shifted inter
mediate chemisorption states are visible, comparing well with the unpromoted
spectra in Fig(5.4). In the 0ffa « 0.20M L series o f spectra, only the third inter
mediate chemically shifted state of the clean spectra is still visible. Both series
o f spectra (Figs(5.9-10)) show a great enhancement o f the oxidation rate in com
parison to those from the initially clean surface (F ig(5.4)); this is shown clearly
in Fig(5.11) where a comparison of A1 2p spectra for various Na pre-doses and
subsequent exposure to 10 L o f oxygen are shown (the data taken from Figs(5.4-5)
and Figs(5.9-10).
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Normalized Intensity (arb. units)

0 Na = 0.05 ML

F ig 5.9 : A1 2p photoemission spectra from A l(lll)+0.05A /L N a with increasing
oxygen exposure.
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Normalized Intensity (arb. units)

0Na =005 ml

F ig 5 .9 : A1 2p photoemission spectra from A l(lll)+0.05A /Z,N a with increasing
oxygen exposure.
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Normalized Intensity (arb. units)

©Na = 0.20 ML

Fig 5.10 : A1 2p photoemission spectra from Al(lll)+0.20AfZ,N a with increas
ing oxygen exposure.
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Normalized Intensity (arb. units)
Fig 5 .1 1 : A1 2p photoemission spectra from A l ( l l l ) with various predoses of
Na prior to 10L oxygen exposure.
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Fig(5.11) also shows evidence for enhanced oxygen uptake for the intermediate
chemisorption states as well as the final oxide state in the intermediate Na predoses (ie Op/a ss 0.05 and 0.20M L ).
The Na 2p photoemission spectra for the Qsa ~ 0-05 and 0.20M L pre-dosed
A l ( l l l ) surface with varying oxygen exposures show a similarity to the 6^a «
0.33M L spectra in Fig(5.7). Fig(5.12) shows the Na 2p spectra corresponding to
the Ofja « 0.20M L exposure with increasing oxygen exposure (0 to 2500 L). The
spectra corresponding to an intermediate oxygen exposure (1 to 10 L) in which
the Na 2p spectrum broadens and Battens, show the coexistence o f the initial
2p state and the chemically shifted intermediate and final oxide state similar to
those seen in Fig(5.7). The spectrum related to the 5 L oxygen exposure is shown
in Fig(5.13) following the simple curve fitting procedure described earlier. The
series of Na 2p spectra taken at a pre-dose coverage of 9sa ~ 0.05M L had a
very poor signal/noise ratio, but still showed evidence of a similar intermediate
chemisorption state. Fig(5.14) shows spectra taken at oxygen exposures of 1 L,
5 L and 50 L; Despite the poor quality of the spectra, the slope in intensity from
the clean surface to the oxide state, with an intermediate broadened flat peak, is
clearly discernible.
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0.20 ML

Normalized Intensity (arb. units)

0Na =

Fig 5.12 : Na 2p photoemission spectra from A l(lll)+0.20M Z,N a with increas
ing oxygen exposure.
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Fig 5.14 : Na 2p photoemission spectra from A l(lll)+ 0 .0 5 A /Z ,N a +0.5,3.5 and
48Z, oxygen
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5.3.3.4 N a 2p photoemission from a thin N a film on A l ( l l l ) substrate
following oxygen exposure
The Na 2p spectra shown in Fig(5.15) follow a Na pre-dose o f 20 minutes exposure
to the clean A l ( l l l ) substrate, and correspond to a thin Na film of approximately
10 to 20 layers. In comparison with the sub-monolayer Na pre-dosed spectra,
there is no evidence for an oxygen chemisorption state of intermediate chemical
shift; all that is observed are the metallic and oxide peaks. The broad oxide
shifted state shows an enhancement o f the total photoemission signal signifying
that multilayer oxidation has occurred with an increase of the electron inelastic
scattering mean-free-path [46]. The broad oxide shifted state is also shown to shift
by a few tenths o f eV prior to a final measured chemical shift of approximately
1.5eV. This chemical shift is significantly less than that seen in the sub-monolayer
Na pre-dosed spectra of Fig(5.7) and Fig(5.12).
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Normalized Intensity (arb. units)

Multi-layers of Na

Fig 5.15 : Na 2p photoemission spectra from A l ( l l l ) + multilayers Na with
increasing oxygen exposure.
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5.3.4

Discussion

The Al 2p and Na 2p photoemission results have cast light on two matters in
volved with the mechanisms behind the promoted oxidation of the A l ( l l l ) sur
face. Firstly, the oxygen dissociation mechanism is shown to be strongly promoted
in the presence of sodium. The core level photoemission spectra however, only
give information on the equilibrium state following the dissociation, and therefore
do not give any direct information on the mechanism of promotion. Nevertheless,
the spectra does provide information on the second issue, which is to understand
the route to the formation of the three-dimensional oxide, and the question of
the existence (and nature) of a chemisorbed precursor.
From the Na 2p photoemission spectra (Fig(5.7) and Fig(5.12)), there is clear
evidence that an oxygen precursor does exist, but one in which the interaction
o f the oxygen is much stronger with the Na atoms than with the Al atoms. It
is unfortunately not clear as to the precise distribution o f the sodium atoms
on the A l ( l l l ) surface at low coverages, so it is difficult to interpret accurately
the results of experiments at these coverages. From Gurney’s original picture of
alkali adsorption [26], it is assumed that the dipole-dipole interaction between
alkali atoms on the surface has a repulsion effect that would spread them out
into an evenly spaced distribution. Recent evidence for Na clustering on A l ( l l l )
at low temperatures (100 K) [52] however, raises the question of whether similar
clustering (or island formation) occurs at room temperature; which at present, no
evidence exists. The local adsorption site for Na on A l ( l l l ) appears to differ for
low temperatures and room temperature, with intermixing kinetically hindered at
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100 K and Na atoms substituting top layer A1 atoms (at .low coverages) at room
temperature. T h e effects of several possibilities can be considered in the absence
o f specific knowledge on Na atom distribution.

If it is assumed that the Na

atoms on the suface are able to form 2-dimensional islands of the (%/3 x \/3)fl30o
phase at low coverages (contrary to the LEED pattern evidence seen), then the
surface can be divided into a mixture of clean A1 and ordered Na phase areas.
Although this does not account for the increased rate o f oxygen uptake of the A1
intermediate chemically shifted states, it would account for the rate of production
o f the final oxide peak (Fig(5.11)). If these islands are formed, there could also
be extra effects due to the island edges, which could take on a ’feeding’ role of
dissociated oxygen atoms onto the clean A1 surface, possibly accounting for this
increased uptake o f the intermediate states.
If Gurney’s m odel is correct, and there is an even Na atom distribution on
the A l ( l l l ) surface, then the range of influence o f the Na atoms needs to be
clarified. If the promotional effect of the pre-dosed Na was non-local, then it
would be related to the average potential change induced by the adsorbed Na,
and hence may on ly show a significant effect at a critical coverage. Since there is
a promotional effect at even the On a ~ 0.05 M L coverage, with an enhancement
o f the oxidation rate (at least initially) proportional to the Na coverage, a more
local effect is more consistent with the data. The Na 2p data also support the
picture that initial bonding of the oxygen atoms on the surface occurs at the Na
sites, and if it is assumed that the appearance o f the A1 2p oxide state is coupled
to the Na 2p oxide chemically shifted state, then these Na sites are probably
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also the nucleation centres for the true 3-dimensional oxidation of the A l ( l l l )
surface. The chemical shift of the A1 2p level on oxide formation is shown to be
dependent on the progress of oxidation and whether the surface has been pre
dosed with sodiu m . In a similar experiment measuring the A1 2p photoemission
peak following the interaction of water with the A l ( l l l ) surface, McConville et
al observed no intermediate chemical shifts, but a final oxide shift of similar
magnitude to that seen in this investigation [38],
In the Na 2p spectra following multilayer Na adsorption (Fig(5.15)), a smaller
chemical shift for the final oxide was observed compared to the submonolayer
coverages, suggesting that either the Na oxide state on the promoted surface
(comprising a thin layer) is strongly coupled to the aluminium oxide, or that as
has already been suggested, the oxide formed does involve both Al and Na atoms.

5.3.5

Conclusions

The influence o f sodium (in the submonolayer range) on the oxidation o f the
A l ( l l l ) surface has been investigated using core level photoemission spectroscopy.
The presence of sodium was found to greatly enhance the 3-dimensional oxide
formation and increase the rate of oxygen dissociation.
The presence o f sodium in the (\/3 x \/3)/?30o phase completely suppressed
the Al 2p intermediate chemisorbed states seen on the clean surface as precursor
states prior to final oxide formation.

A t the same time, the observation o f a

precursor state in the Na 2p spectra indicated that the initial chemisorption
occurs strongly localised to the Na sites, with the accelerated oxidation being a
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direct consequence of the enhanced filling o f this precursor state by the increased
oxygen dissociation rate. Some evidence is also shown that the final state is an
intermixed A1 and Na oxide.
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6.1

Introduction

When X-rays are Bragg reflected from a series o f lattice planes inside a crystal,
the incident and reflected waves may interfere to produce standing waves.

In

the first experiments by Batterman in 1964, the standing waves were created by
X-rays at grazing angle on highly perfect silicon crystals [1, 2], A standing wave
requires a reflected amplitude of equal magnitude to the incident wave, so the
Bragg reflection has to be built up over many lattice planes thereby placing the
experimental emphasis on using highly ordered crystals. An important effect of
the Bragg condition, is that the Bragg planes o f the crystal responsible for the
diffraction are related to the standing wave in the sense that the nodal planes of
the wave have the same periodicity as the plane spacing, and also lie parallel to
them [3, 4], W hen the Bragg condition is traversed from the low angle to the
high angle side (at grazing incidence, the angular width or rocking curve of the
Bragg condition is typically less than 10 secs of arc.), the phase of the standing
wave shifts by ir/2. This has the effect of moving the nodes and antinodes of the
wavefield progressively by half the Bragg plane spacing. The X-ray absorption of
the atoms in the scattering planes varies as the Bragg condition is traversed, so
by monitoring the absorption (through Auger or photoemission measurements),
a distinct absorption profile is obtained. Since the standing wavefield generated
extends far from the crystal surface, the position of an adsorbed atom at the
surface can be then located by measuring the X-ray absorption of the adsorbed
atom as the wavefield is shifted; the shape of the adsorbate absorption profile
changing for different scattering plane to adsorbate distances.

F ig (6 .1 ) : Schematic of the NISXW process, showing the Bragg planes (seperation d/f) and the adsorbate atom position (located A z) above the surface,

(a)

shows the nodal plane o f the standing wave at the Bragg planes, and ( b ) shows
the situation after the Bragg condition is swept (the nodal plane moving by half a
lattice spacing).
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Fig( 6 . 1 ) is a schematic of the standing X-ray wave process for normal inci
dence, F ig( 6 . 1 a) showing the standing X-ray wavefield with the node (region of
zero intensity) situated at the scattering planes (separation dff) with the absorber
atom a distance A z from the surface, and Fig(6.1b) shows the wavefield after en
ergetically sweeping through the Bragg condition. In the early experiments, the
technique was used to determine the relative position of impurity atoms to the
atomic planes in semiconductors, by monitoring the X-ray fluorescence from im
purity atoms as a function of Bragg angle [2, 5]. These experiments were limited
to grazing incidence studies due to the laboratory X-ray source energy used, and
the small angular range of the resultant rocking curve placed great emphasis on
highly accurate goniometers. By conducting the experiment in ultra high vacuum
(UHV) conditions, the studies were extended to adsorbates (such as bromine) on
semiconductor surfaces [6 , 7], and soon after (in 1985) the first SX W expriments
using synchrotron radiation were achieved. The first few o f these studies used
grazing variable incidence angle SX W on semiconductor materials [8 , 9, 10]; fol
lowing advances in monochromator design, the Bragg condition could be swept
in energy which removed the problems associated with using accurate sample
mounted goniometers in UHV conditions [1 1 , 12, 13, 14].
The observation of standing wave effects in experiments designed for surface
extended X-ray absorption fine structure (SEXAFS) in near normal incidence
measurements was remarked upon by Ohta et al in the early to mid 80’s [15, 16],
recognising their origin and potential for structural investigations.

What was

apparently not recognised however, was the insensitivity to crystal perfection and
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beam collimation that occurs at normal incidence Bragg reflection, which allows a
much greater range of applicability. This advantage was first successfully utilised
by W oodruff et al in an investigation o f a Cl adsorption phase on a non-perfect
C u ( l l l ) crystal [17, 18].
In this chapter, the general theory o f N ISXW and the technique of analysing
NISXW data is described. Section(6.4) presents results from a NISXW study
of m ethoxy on A l ( l l l ) conducted on beamline 6 (station 6.3) at the Daresbury
synchrotron radiation source.

6.2

Theory

The theory of the standing X-ray wave (S X W ) technique is well documented
[1, 5, 7, 8 , 9, 18, 19], being similar for both energy and angle scans through the
Bragg condition.
The S X W equations can be derived by solving Maxwell’s equations for the case
o f a periodic dielectric constant [2 0 ], which defines a region in the spectrum of
travelling wave solutions to these equations in which only standing wave solutions
are possible (this corresponding to the Bragg region)[ll].
The basic equation defining the intensity o f this standing wave field is

/ =| 1 + (E h /E 0 ) e x p (—2 n i H •r ) |2

(6.1)

(E h /Eo ) being the amplitude of the electromagnetic field, H is the reciprocal
lattice vector associated with the Bragg reflection and r is the vector defining the
relative position of the absorber (adsorbed atom) from the Bragg planes.
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If A z defines the perpendicular distance of the absorber atoms from the scat
tering planes which have a separation dR, then the scaler product of equation(6 . 1 )
can be substituted by A z/dH.
The amplitude of the electromagnetic field is defined in terms of the geomet
rical structure factors (F jj and Fr ) for the corresponding H and H reflections
[ 18] .

E h /E o = - ( F „ / F Hy ' 2[v ± { tj2 - l ) 1' 2}

(6.2)

r/ is the displacement parameter, and is associated with the angle of incidence
or energy of the incident X-ray beam that is varied in order to scan through the
Bragg condition.

6.2.1

Variation of incidence angle

If the angle o f incidence is varied by an amount A 6 centered on the Bragg angle

8b , then the displacement parameter in equation(6 .2 ) is defined by:
_ (Aflsin(2flB) + TF q)
v ~

Ip Ir ( F HF R y / 2

( -3)

where Fq is the structure factor for the (000) reflection, and P is fixed by the
polarisation o f the X-rays (P = 1 for a polarisation and P — cos(20B) for

tt

polarisation) The quantity T is dependant on the X-ray wavelength A and the
volume of the unit cell V , and is given by

_ (e 2 / 47rc0m c 2 )A2
irV

(6.4)

where tQis the permittivity of free space; e and m are the charge and mass of
an electron and c is the velocity of light.
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For the case of X-rays of <
j polarisation (P = 1) that are Bragg reflected off a
perfect crystal with no absorption, the region of total reflectivity is defined from
equation(6.2) by the range —1 < T] < +1. The range is not centered on 0B, but is
in actual fact offset by the term r Fa (corresponding to an angle of TF0/ sin(2 0 e)
The range of total reflectivity is then

A 0

to<

=

d=

[I P I Y{FHF Ry '*
sin(2 0 g )

(6.5)

This angular range is relative to the offset angle, and is typically only a few secs,
of arc at grazing incidence Bragg angles [5], hence the necessity o f using perfect
crystals and the difficulties in using accurate goniometers in UHV conditions for
this geometry.
If the incidence angle is close to normal incidence, then a different problem is
encountered. From equation(6.5), it can be seen that the sin(20a ) term decreases
and the total reflectivity range increases as normal incidence is approached, until
finally when normal incidence is reached, the sin(20s) term equals zero. The ac
tual region of reflectivity (or rocking curve) is more complex in the close proximity
of 6 g, since the displacement parameter is no longer linear in A 0 and two Bragg
conditions (on either side of 90° ) converge on each other [18, 21]. Graeff and
Materlik showed that the shape of the rocking curve close to normal incidence
could be determined using the dynamical theory o f X-ray scattering (the rocking
curve being approximately 1 deg. arc) [2 1 ].
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6.2.2

Energy variation

If the Bragg condition is swept energetically (using synchrotron radiation to tune
the X-ray wavelength to match the Bragg plane spacing), then the displacement
parameter 77 becomes
[ - 2 ( A E / E ) a m 2 0B +
' =

Ip

\

rFo]

r{ F HF a y i i

(6'6)

As opposed to the variable angle case, 77 remains linear in A E even at Og =
90°, but still shares an offset in the centre of the total reflectivity range from the
nominal Bragg Energy [18], in this case by TF0E / { 2 sin2 Qb ) , the energy range
of the reflectivity region given in equation(6.7).

A E = ±

E

\

P

r (FuFf})1'2

\

2 sin2 0 g

(6.7)

The energy width (typically ~ le V , although for higher energy reflections
it can be much less than this) produces an energy resolution ( A E /E = 3 x
1 0 -4 ) which is similar to the double crystal monochromators used on synchrotron

beam lines designed for Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS)
experiments (see chapter(2 )).

6.3

N IS X W analysis

If the absorption of the absorber atom is monitored through the ’rocking’ curve
associated with the Bragg condition (through X-ray flourescence, Auger emission
etc.), then the emitted signal would rise or fall dependent on the atoms position
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In te n sity

\

In te n sity
(b )

F lg (6 .2 ) : (a ) shows the absorption profile expected for an adsorbate located
either in the lattice plane, or at a distance of a lattice spacing above the surface.
The total reflectivity region shows the width of the Bragg condition,

(b)

shows the

absorption profile expected if the adsorbate is located half a lattice spacing from the
surface.
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-with respect to the standing wave nodes and antinodes. Fig(6.2a) shows the
signed expected if the absorber atom is located in the atomic scattering plane,
against the reflectivity curve (Darwin-Prins curve) associated with the Bragg con
dition. T h e tails on either side of the Bragg condition are associated with the loss
of the standing wave and a return to the general x-ray absorption background. If
the absorber atom were to be located at a distance from the surface corresponding
to half the lattice spacing, then the absorption curve for the atom would be as
shown in Fig(6.2b). For each position o f the absorber atom from the scattering
planes, there is a particular absorption profile. Therefore, if the profile can be
theoretically modelled and compared with the measured profile to obtain a match,
the distance of the atom from the scattering planes can be determined. In order
to m odel the profiles, a FORTRAN program written by D.P. Woodruff has been
used. Fig(6.3) shows the absorption profiles for several adatom positions for the
geometry corresponding to normal incidence Bragg reflection from A l ( l l l ) planes,
obtained using this program. The analysis technique of the NISXW data can be
divided into four main parts: normalisation, background subtraction, substrate
profile fitting and adsorbate profile fitting.
Since there can be slight drifts in the energy calibration of the monochromator
and in the intensity of incident radiation, normalisation of the data is necessary.
Although the energy drift is typically less than one eV, the analysis procedures
are dependent on the accurate measurement o f energy differences between the
experimental peaks, in order to obtain an accurate layer spacing. Since the energy
differences of interest are o f the same order as the monochromator drift, the need
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R elative

AbsorptIon/Arb.

Units

F ig (6 .3 ) : Showing the calculated absorption profiles for adsorbate atoms lo
cated at various A z distances from the surface. The profiles are calculated using
the A l ( l l l ) Bragg plane spacing.
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-for good calibration is paramount. To this end, the total electron yield signal
from the crystal during the experiment is measured (either by monitoring the
crystal current or the current arriving at the ’spoon' detector) for all scans. It
is assumed that the line shape of the total yield signal is constant for all scans,
so the energy of the peak in the total yield was used as a reference to normalise
the energy of all measurements (total yield and the simultaneous Auger signal
scans).
Following energy calibration of the spectra, a background must be subtracted.
To achieve this, electron emission signals also measured at 50 eV above the Auger
or core level photoemission peaks were monitored from both substrate and adsor
bate species. These background signal spectra were then simply subtracted from
spectra recorded ‘ on’ the auger or photoemission peaks. In the case of a peak
superimposed on a sloping background, the subtraction involved an appropriate
scaling factor.
Structure determination then proceeded by modeling the absorption profiles
using different structural parameters, but it is also necessary to add the effects of
disorder to the standing wave intensity equation(6.1) to simulate the experiment.
Firstly, the vibration of the substrate atoms (which have an effect of reducing the
standing wave field by decreasing the amplitude o f the reflectivity) is accounted
for by multipying F h (the geometrical structure factor) by a Debye Waller factor
(exp(—M) ) . In a similar way the vibration of the absorbers also acts to reduce
the apparent coherent fraction by exp( —Af) (strictly the two M values for the
adsorbate and substrate may differ). Including these parameters, equation(6.1)
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becomes
/ =| 1 + f co(E H/E0 ) e x p<-a«*W<H> |2 +(1 - / ¿ ) |E „ / E 0 |2

(6.8)

where the apparent coherent fraction f co is a product of the true (static disorder)
value and the absorber and scatterer Debye-Waller factors.
The substrate profiles are modelled first in order to fix the main instrumental
parameters, making the assumption that A z = 0.0/1. As the signal is collected
over greater than six atomic layers and only the top one or two layers can be
expected to experience any layer spacing change from their normal bulk values,
this is thought a good assumption.
The coherent fraction and Debye-Waller factor, and the energy broadening of
the monochromator output (assumed to be Gaussian) are then varied to match
the modelled profile to the experimental profile.
Following the fitting of the substrate absorption profiles, the non-structural
parameters are then fixed and the modelling of the absorption profile of the ad
sorbed atom can be attempted. This is then done by varying the A z parameter
and the adsorbate coherent fraction to provide a match to the experimental pro
file.

6.3.1

Method of Triangulation

In order to determine the actual location of the adsorbed atom on the surface,
the experiment needs to be repeated using a second set o f scattering planes that
are at an angle to the initial set. Fig(6.4) shows a schematic of the triangulation
principle. When the distance of the adsorbed atom from each set o f Bragg planes
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F ig(6.4 ) : Schematic o f the triangulation technique. The distances X and Y of
the adsorbate atom from the (111) and (111) Bragg scattering planes are determined
from NISXW measurements. In this model, three likely adsorbate sites are modelled
on the (111) surface with the adatom at a distance X above the surface plane. The
distance of each o f these possible sites to the (111) plane are then calculated (i.e

Y l , Y 2 and Y 3 ) and compared with the experimentally determined Y value to
deduce the actual adsorption site.
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-has been determined, then the actual location can be calculated by triangu
lation [7, 22, 23]. Modelling of the possible sites can then be attempted in order
to determine the most likely bonding site for the absorbed atom on the surface.

6.4

N IS X W Study of Methoxy on A l ( l l l )

6.4.1

Introduction

In the experiment reported here, the local adsorption structure of the O atom
in methoxy (C H 3 O) adsorbed on A l ( l l l ) has been determined using NISXW
triangulation using the A l ( l l l ) and (111) Bragg reflections.
Methanol, the smallest member of the alcohol organic compounds, has great
importance in many industrial applications; being a building block ( ’feedstock’ )
for some important synthetic reactions, as well as being used as a fuel, or mixed
with petrol to improve engine performance [24].
C H 3 O (methoxy) is a catalytic intermediate formed by the deprotonation of
methanol at many metal surfaces.

The majority of studies have been on the

Ag and Cu surfaces, zinc oxide/copper catalysts being used in the industrial
production of Methanol [25]. The formation of methoxy on aluminium surfaces
as a result of methanol decomposition has been inferred from several electron
spectroscopic and desorption studies over polycrystalline surfaces [24, 26, 27],
and more importantly it has been identified on Al(110)[28] and A l(111)[29] using
vibrational spectroscopy.
C H 3O H is molecularly found to be intact on A l ( l l l ) at 90 K [29]. On heating
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to 143 K the OH bond is broken and the methoxy surface species is formed,
with methoxy bonding to the A1 surface through the O atom (mainly by the
donor contribution of the oxygen lone pair electrons). When the methoxy species
is absorbed on the A l ( l l l ) surface, there is an absence of any other oxygen
containing product (such as CO and C O 2 ) on the C H 3 O / A l(111) layer. Further
heating to 700 K leads to the removal of the methoxy species from the surface
leaving C and O on A1 [29],
The mechanisms of heterogenous catalysis can be better understood if infor
mation (such as position of the molecular species on the surface to determine
’active’ sites) can be obtained from these intermediates, hence the aim of this in
vestigation is to understand the bonding geometry of the methoxy species to the
A l ( l l l ) surface and compare with recent NISXW investigations of the bonding
of oxygen to the A l ( l l l ) surface [30]. These results are discussed and compared
with information from similar systems.

6.4.2

Experimented considerations

Prior to the experiment, the mode of detecting the absorption profiles for both
substrate and adsorbate (i.e A1 and O) needed to be decided. The question of
whether to monitor the X-ray fluorescence, total yield, Auger signal or a core level
photoemission signal is very dependent on the substrate and adsorbate used. Xray fluorescence has been used in many previous SXW studies, mainly those using
grazing incidence geometry conducted in air using hard X-rays. This method has
been found to have high sensitivity to low concentrations, making it suitable
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for investigation of impurity atoms in semiconductors [6].

The total electron

yield (obtained by measuring the sample current or total photoemission current),
monitors all the photoionisation events that occur due to the standing wave. This
signal includes contributions from many atomic layers, and is therefore dominated
by the substrate.

The total yield signal is not, however, used to monitor the

substrate absorption profile, since after comparing this signal with the Auger
signal from the substrate (measured simultaneously), W oodruff et al found that
the two profiles were slightly different [18]. This difference has been attributed
to the large concentration of low energy secondary electrons (sampling a much
greater depth) in the total yield signal; at greater depth, substantial distortion
of the S X W profile occurs due to absorption.
The two energy selective modes of Auger electron and core level photoemis
sion signals are also considered. The photoemission signal has been found to
suffer from the competing process of photoelectron diffraction in SEXAFS stud
ies [19], making this channel generally inappropriate for monitoring the adsorbate
absorption at low kinetic energies (e.g below « 500eF or even higher). Since in
this experiment however, aluminium has few (widely spaced) core levels and the
Bragg energy for the A l ( l l l ) planes is sufficiently high (2660 eV ), that the O
Is photoelectron peak occurs at a kinetic energy for which the Al photoemission
background signal is low and at which photoelectron diffraction is unimportant.
Of course, a special problem for light elements is that in SXW the Bragg condi
tion scans at an energy which is high relative to the adsorbate core level binding
energy, leading to poor photo absorption cross sections. For A l ( l l l ) the Bragg
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energy for this purpose is rather low; the lack of many substrate core levels there
fore leads to a signal-to-noise ratio which is much greater than found in other
light adsorption systems.
The other energy selective mode of detection, that of monitoring the Auger
electron signal, is used to measure the substrate absorption profile in this experi
ment (the Al KLL auger peak measured at 1390eV kinetic energy). The question
of whether surface reconstruction/ relaxation effects distort the SXW profile rel
ative to the true bulk absorption profile is of concern when using this surface
sensitive signal. However, the A l ( l l l ) surface, in common with fee metal sur
faces in general, does not normally show any major layer spacing changes at the
surface, and the surface layer contribution to the Auger signal is estimated to
be only approximately 16%. The oxygen KLL Auger peak (510eV) lies on the
inelastically scattered electron background from the A1 Is photoemission peak
and offers a worse signal-to-noise ratio than that o f the O Is signal, which, as
previously discussed, was used as the monitor of O absorption [31].

6.4.3

Experimental results

A general description of the synchrotron radiation beamline has been given in
chapter(2).
The A l ( l l l ) crystal was prepared as described in chapter(5), with final clean
ing in situ by argon ion bombardment and annealing cycles. The deán ordered
surface was characterised by Auger electron spectrosopy (AES) and LEED, with
the surface methoxy species being formed by cooling the clean A1 crystal to 150
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K, and exposing to 15L of methanol. The N ISXW experiment was conducted
with the sample held at 150 K, and also at room temperature (allowing the A1
crystal to warm up after forming the methoxy species at 150 K ). For both tem
peratures, the NISXW measurements were obtained from the A l ( l l l ) and (111)
Bragg planes (the latter being at 70.53° to the (111) planes).
The parameters used to fit the aluminium substrate absorption profiles for
the (111) and (111) reflections are summarised in table(6.1), and apply to both
low temperature and room temperature measurements.

F ittin g

(in )

(1 1 1)

P a ra m e te r

V alu e

V alu e

Debye-Waller factor

0.9

0.9

Coherent fraction

0.9

0.9

Gaussian width

0.7eV

0.7eV

Az

0.00A

0.00A

T a b le 6.1:Fitting parameters for Al substrate absorption profiles from N ISXW
measurements fo r (111) and (111) Bragg scattering conditions.

6.4.3.1 L o w te m p e ra tu re N IS X W re su lts (150 K )
Adsorbed methanol on A l ( l l l ) has been reported to dissociate to form the ad
sorbed methoxy with desorption of molecular hydrogen at 143 K [29]; the Auger
electron spectra taken in our experiments following exposure to methanol at 150
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K showed oxygen and carbon signals at an intensity in agreement with the stochiometry for methoxv on A l ( l l l ) . Several spectra were taken, monitoring the
total yield signal and the Al KLL Auger peak signal, whilst slight adjustments
were made to the crystal position to optimise the standing wave absorption pro
file in the substrate. The measurements of the absorption profiles for both Al
and O were made both at the appropriate peak electron kinetic energy, and at
an energy 50 eV above to provide a subtractable background. Following NISXW
measurements, Auger electron spectra were taken to check that the methoxy had
not undergone any significant photodesorption during the experiment, and also to
check the surface for other contaminants. No attenuation of the O and C Auger
signals was observed, and the surface also remained free of other contamination.

Fitting

(111)

(111)

Parameter

Value

Value

Debye-Waller factor

0.9

0.9

Coherent fraction

0.9

0.9

Gaussian width

0.7eV

0.7eV

A2

0.70À

0.95À

Table 6 .2 ‘. F ittin g p a ra m eters f o r th e O a b sorp tion profiles fr o m N I S X W m ea
su rem en ts o f m eth oxy on A l ( l l l ) at T — 150A- f o r both (1 1 1 ) and (1 1 1 ) Bragg
sca tterin g con dition s.

The parameters used to fit the measured oxygen absorption profile for both
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(I ll)

and (111) normal incidence Bragg scattering conditions are shown in Ta-

ble(6.2). The analysed NISXW profiles due to NISXW from the A l ( l l l ) Bragg
planes are shown in Fig(6.5). The absorption profile obtained from monitoring
the A1 KLL Auger peak is the low noise single line joining data points, with the
theoretical fit displayed as a dash-dot line. The measured absorption profile ob
tained from the O Is photoemission signal is shown in the same figure, depicted
by the single line with greater noise levels than the A1 absorption. The theoretical
fit to this profile is shown as a continuous line between data points represented
by empty squares. The determined random error in A z from experimental and
fitting techniques was ± 0 .1 0 A.
The A l ( l l l ) crystal was then rotated by approximately 70.5°, so that the
(111) planes were normal to the incident radiation. The same adjustments were
undertaken to the crystal position using the substrate standing wave absorption
profile to monitor the optimisation o f the angle of incidence as close as possible
to normal to the reflecting planes. The experiment was then repeated with the
A l ( l l l ) Bragg planes.
The experimental absorption profiles and the theoretical fits are shown in
Fig(6.6). The figure uses the same line types as for Fig(6.5), with the exception
of the theoretical O Is photoelectron absorption profile which has data points
depicted by empty circles. The parameters used to fit the A1 KLL Auger profile
are unchanged from the A l ( l l l ) fit. The theoretical fit to the O Is phot'oelectron
signal absorption profile was obtained with the parameters shown in Table(6.2).
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Fig(6.5) : Low temperature experimental NISXW absorption profiles for both
A1 and O X-ray absorption at the (111) normal incidence Bragg condition, for
methoxy (CH 3 0 —) on A l( lll), compared with best fit theoretical curves.

The

experimental data are shown as full lines joining the data points (the lower noise
data being for A1 absorption). The theoretical fits to the A1 data are shown as
dash-dot lines, with the fits to the O data shown as dashed lines joining theoretical
data points denoted by empty squares.
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Relative Absor. /a.u.

Fig(6.6) : Low temperature experimental NISXW absorption profiles for both
A1 and O X-ray absorption at the (111) normal incidence Bragg condition, for
methoxy (CH 3 O—) on A l( ll l ) , compared with best fit theoretical curves.

The

experimental data are shown as full lines joining the data points (the lower noise
data being for A1 absorption). The theoretical fits to the A1 data are shown as
dash-dot lines, with the fits to the O data shown as dashed lines joining theoretical
data points denoted by empty circles.
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At 150 K, the oxygen atom of the methoxy molecule is therefore 0.70 ± 0.10A
from the A l ( l l l ) planes and 0.95 ± 0.10/i from the A l ( I l l ) planes.

6.4.3.2 R o o m te m p e ra tu re N IS X W re su lts
Following the formation of the methoxy species on the A l ( l l l ) surface at 150 K,
the crystal was allowed to warm to room temperature. As for the 150 K experi
ment, Auger electron spectroscopy and LEED were used to check the surface at
room temperature prior to, and following, the NISXW data sets.
The process of obtaining absorption profiles for the Al( 111) and Al( 111) Bragg
plane geometries was then repeated. Table(6.1) shows the fitting parameters for
the aluminium absorption profiles (the parameters used to fit the A1 absorption
profile being unchanged from the (111) Bragg plane fitting).

F ittin g

(in )

(111)

P a ra m e te r

Value

V a lu e

Debye-Waller factor

0.9

0.9

Coherent fraction

0.9

0.9

Gaussian width

0.7eV

0.7eV

Az

0.75À

1.00À

Table 6 . 3 : F ittin g param eters f o r the O a b sorp tion p rofiles fr o m N I S X W m ea 
su rem en ts o f m eth o x y on A l ( l l l ) at room tem p e ra tu re , f o r both (1 1 1 ) and (1 1 1 )
B ragg sca tterin g con dition s.
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Relative Absor. /a.u.

F ig (0 .7 ) : Room temperature experimental NISXW absorption profiles for both
A1 and O X-ray absorption at the (111) normal incidence Bragg condition, for
methoxy (CH 3 O —) on A l( lll), compared with best fit theoretical curves.

The

experimental data are shown as full lines joining the data points (the lower noise
data being for A1 absorption). The theoretical fits to the A1 data are shown as
dash-dot lines, with the fits to the O data shown as dashed lines joining theoretical
data points denoted by empty squares.
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CH30-/A1 (-111) RT (0 8 1A)
F ig(6.8) : Room temperature experimental NISXW absorption profiles for both
A1 and O X-ray absorption at the (111) normal incidence Bragg condition, for
methoxy (C H 3 O—) on A l( lll), compared with best fit theoretical curves.

The

experimental data are shown as full lines joining the data points (the lower noise
data being for A1 absorption). The theoretical fits to the A1 data are shown as
dash-dot lines, with the fits to the O data shown as dashed lines joining theoretical
data points denoted by empty circles.
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Table(6.3) shows the parameters used to fit the measured oxygen absorption
profiles for both (111) and (111) normal incidence Bragg scattering conditions.
Fig(6.7) shows the experimental and theoretically fitted absorption profiles follow
ing NISXW measurements from the A l ( l l l ) Bragg planes. The smooth continu
ous line and the dash-dot line represent the A1 Is photoemission signal monitored,
and theoretically fitted, absorption profiles. The noisy single line and dashed line
(joining data points depicted by empty squares) represent the O Is photoemission
signal monitored and theoretically fitted absorption profiles.
Fig(6.8) shows the experimental and theoretically fitted absorption profiles for
the Al(111) Bragg plane geometry (the line types represent the same profiles as
in Fig(6.6) except the calculated O absorption points are now denoted by empty
circles).
At room temperature, the oxygen atoms were found to be 0.75 ± 0.10 A from
the A l ( l l l ) planes, and a distance o f 1.00 ± 0.10A from the (111) planes.

6.4.4

Oxygen atom location by triangulation

In all the absorption profile analysis, a high coherent fraction was observed (CFss
0.9). This would exclude the possibility of the oxygen (in the C H 30 — molecule)
bonding at a low symmetry absorption site. Since the substrate has Zm(C3v)
symmetry, adsorption in any site having a lower symmetry than this (a bridge site
for example), would lead to the occupation of several sites, which are inequivalent
in their distances to the (111) plane; the resulting NISXW profile would then only
be generated by fitting more than one layer spacing (or by an average layer spacing
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with a low coherent fraction) [31]. As this is not the case, just the three high
symmetry adsorption sites (atop, fee hollow above an A1 atom in the third layer,
and hep hollow above an A1 atom in the second layer) are considered.
The (111) layer spacing (A.z = 0.70 ± 0.10A low temperature, and A z =

0.75 ±0.10/1 room temperature) is defined in Fig(6.9), and the distance from the
(111) layer for the three possible sites are calculated by triangulation and shown
in Table(6.4).

Site

Distance (A )

atop

0.23 ± 0.04

fee hollow

1.79 ± 0.04

hep hollow

1.01 ± 0 .0 4

Table 6 .4 -.Calculated, d istan ces o f three adsorbate sites f r o m (11 1 ) la yer by
triangulation using adsorbate to (1 1 1 ) su rfa ce distances m easu red by N I S X W at
low and room tem perature.

Comparing these values with the experimental values of 0.95 ± 0.10/1 and 1.00 ±
0.10/1, it can be clearly seen that the hep hollow site alone fits well, the other
sites being far outside the estimated experimental errors.
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F ig(6.9) : Schematic sectional diagram of A l ( l l l ) showing the principle o f realspace triangulation of (111) and (111) NISXW profiles to determine the absorption
site o f oxygen. The 0.70.4 (111) layer spacing is shown to be consistant with three
different (111) spacings for the FCC hollow, HCP hollow and atop sites.
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6.4.5

Discussion

The oxidation of aluminium surfaces has been extensively studied (see section(5.31)
for review), with the A l ( l l l ) surface being the one face where a chemisorption
phase is clearly identified [32]. For the A l ( l l l ) ( l x 1 )0 phase, the oxygen atoms
have been shown to occupy the fee hollow sites using NISXW [30] in addition to
LEED [33, 34, 35] and SEXAFS [36, 37, 38] measurements, with an O-Al top layer
spacing of

rs 0.70A.

By comparing the NISXW results for O - A l ( l l l ) system that

were aquired previously (using the same experimental set up) by Kerkar et al [30]
(shown in Fig(6.10)), with the NISXW results obtained for the C H 3 O —A l ( l l l )
(Figs(6.5-6), it can be seen that the profiles obtained for the (111) reflection are
almost identical.

The profiles obtained from the (111) reflection are however,

quite different. This implies that although the oxygen is at the same distance
perpendicular to the surface, there is a difference of adsorption site between the
two systems. The Al-O nearest neighbour distances calculated with values from
the C H 3 O —A l ( l l l ) NISXW experiment was found to be 1.79 ± 0.04A for the
fee hollow site, in comparison to SEXAFS measurements for the O-Al nearest
neighbour bond length that yield 1.79A[37] and 1.76A [38]. For this comparison,
it must be stressed that the two techniques effectively measure different relative
distances, with SEXAFS providing a direct measurement o f the nearest neigh
bour distance. The NISXW technique on the other hand measures the relative
distance of the adsorbate to the uniform lattice spacing o f the bulk, where the
standing wave is set up. Any contraction or expansion in the top surface layers
will impart a systematic error in the calculated nearest neighbour distance.
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~^8

-4

0

4

8

Relative Photon Energy (eV)
F ig (6 .1 0 ) : Experimental and theoretical NISXW profiles for chemisorbed oxygen
on A l(lll)[3 0 ] (achieved by a 10L exposure to oxygen gas).The experimental data
are shown as full lines joining the data points (the lower noise data being for A1
absorption). The theoretical fits to the A1 data are shown as dash-dot lines, with
the fits to the O data shown as dashed lines joining theoretical data points denoted
by empty squares and empty circles for the (111) and (111) Bragg conditions re
spectively.
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While taking these factors into account, and comparing the closeness of the
NISXW derived and SEXAFS measured distances, it can be assumed that the
nearest neighbour distances obtained in this study are unlikely to be in serious
error.
From adsorption studies (where an ordered overlayer structure exists) where
only one site is occupied, it is generally the fee hollow site that is prefered: in par
ticular O on A l ( l l l ) , N i ( l l l ) and I r ( l l l ) , S on N i ( l l l ) ,R h ( l l l ) ,P d ( l l l ) ,I r ( l l l )
and P t ( l l l ) , Au o n P d ( l l l ) , ethylidyne on P t(lll)[3 9 ], and the methoxy on
C u ( l ll ) [40], In the low coverage regime, there are some adsorption systems (i.e
I on A g ( l l l ) [41]) in which both the fee and hep sites are occupied on an equal
basis. Comparing the A l ( l l l ) system with methoxy and chemisorbed oxygen on
copper surfaces in particular is of interest, since the C u (l ll ) surface provides a
good comparison to A l ( l l l ) due to having a three-fold coordinated hollow ad
sorption site.
Methoxy and oxygen adsorption studies on copper surfaces using mainly the
scanned energy m ode photoelectron diffraction technique, have yielded informa
tion concerning bond lengths and adsorption sites (mainly for the Cu(100) and
C u ( l l l ) surfaces) [40, 42], For the C H 3 O —Cu(100) system, the adsorption site
is between the hollow and bridge sites (although closer to the hollow site), with
a nearest neighbour distance of 1.97 ± 0.05/1 from SEXAFS [43] and a slightly
larger value of 2.00 ± 0.05/1 from photoelectron diffraction [42] (which may be
longer due to the low symmetry adsorption site causing some coupling of the
Cu-O distance and off-hollow distortion parameters in the structure determina-
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tion by this m ethod). The Cu-O spacing for O on Cu(100), determined using
SEXAFS, has produced a range of values from 1.84.4(44] to 1.94.4(45] but the
layer values may be inaccurate due to adsorbate induced reconstruction, and the
Cu-O distance is probably close to or less than the 1.85A value obtained for the
bulk oxide [47, 48].

Studies of methoxy on C u ( l l l ) have concluded that the

methoxy adsorbs at the fee hollow site with a Cu-O nearest neighbour distance of
1.88±0.05A [40]. T h e oxygen on C u ( l l l ) system (where no simple O chemisorp
tion structure is known to exist), has shown (from SEXAFS measurements) a
Cu-O nearest neighbour distance of 1.83 ± 0.02A [46]. The Cu-O distances in
both the methoxy systems (Cu(100) and C u ( l l l ) ) are significantly greater than
those of either the chemisorbed oxygen or bulk oxide systems. The Cu-O nearest
neighbour bond lengths for methoxy and chemisorbed oxygen on copper surfaces
are therefore broadly consistant with the behaviour observed for the A l ( l l l ) sur
face, although the actual bonding geometry for the methoxy species is different
for the two substrate systems
In general there is no reason to expect that free oxygen atoms and oxygen
in the methoxy molecule, should form similar bond lengths to a metal substrate
(the comparitive chemistry being quite different). In aluminium oxides, a range
of different Al-O nearest neighbour bond lengths are found, which are associated
with various oxygen coordinations. For the A l ( l l l ) ( l x 1 )0 phase, there is a
lower coordination number of surface A1 atoms (3 compared to a value of 4 to 6
in bulk oxides), and a shorter Al-O distance than the bulk oxide; in this study,
the methoxy coverage on A l ( l l l ) was less than a monolayer.
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Following from the discussion of bondlengths, it is appropriate to discuss the
actual bonding sites. The fee and hep hollow sites for an fee surface, differ only
in their third (or greater) nearest neighbour distances (the hep site is above a
second layer substrate atom, and the fee above a third layer atom ). The difference
in binding energies between the two sites is therefore likely to be very small.
The occupation of the hep hollow site by methoxy on A l ( l l l ) is quite unique
in comparison with most other fcc (111) metal adsorption systems; ethylidyne
(C 2 H 3 —) does occupy this site on the R h ( l l l ) surface, but this is thought to be
due to site blocking by hydrogen in the fee hollow sites[50].
One possibility we should consider is that a similar site blocking by hydrogen
in the fee sites is also the cause of the hep hollow site occupation for methoxy
on A l ( l l l ) . At 143 K, methanol is believed to decompose on A l ( l l l ) to form
chemisorbed methoxy and atomic hydrogen, with thermal desorption spectra
showing the hydrogen desorbed as molecular hydrogen mainly at the decomposi
tion temperature [29]. Although some molecular hydrogen is shown to desorb at
higher temperatures in the desorption spectra, it is clear that all such desorption
occurs far below room temperature [29]. The methoxy on A l ( l l l ) experiment
was conducted both at room temperature, and at 150 K, with the same observed
structure (i.e methoxy adsorbing at hep hollow site), so a simple site blocking
explanation based on chemisorbed hydrogen appears not to be viable.
Note, incidentally, that the hep hollow site has a substrate atom directly
below in the second layer, and thus offer the possibility of providing a higher
coordination than the fee site. However, for aluminium, the (111) plane spacing is
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large, so a higher coordination could only be achieved if the adsorbate penetrated
below the top aluminium layer (as is found for the surface oxide phase on A l( l l l )
[30, 38]), but this is not observed.

6.4.6

Conclusions

The adsorption o f methoxy (C H 30 —) on A l ( l l l ) has been investigated using the
NISXW technique, both at low temperature (150 K) and at room temperature.
In both instances, the adsorption occured in a three-fold symmetry hollow site
with a Al-O layer spacing of 0.70 ± 0.10A. The adsorption site was determined
using real space triangulation, to be the hep hollow site above a second layer A1
atom, and not the fee hollow site (above an A1 atom in the third layer) that is
occupied by chemisorbed oxygen on A l ( l l l ) . This would appear to be the first
example of an adsorbate with a preference for this hep hollow site on a clean
fee (111) surface. The reasons behind this geometry, and the significance of the
Al-O bond length is at present unclear. The energetic distinction between the
two hollow sites is thought to be quite subtle, and theoretical calculations are
needed for a better understanding of this system.
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The aim o f this work has been to investigate the electronic and structural prop
erties of adsorbates on nickel and aluminium surfaces, demonstrating the close
relationship of structured and electronic behaviour in surface effects. In this fi
nal chapter the results and conclusions of the experimental work presented are
su m m arised with some discussion in light o f some very recent publications.

In Chapter 4, k-resolved inverse photoemission spectroscopy (KRIPES) has
been applied to studying clean Ni(100) and the C, N and O half-monolayer ad
sorption systems. For the clean Ni(100) surface the results were found to be in
agreement with earlier studies, although no evidence was found for the existence
of a surface resonance state previously reported to be at the same energy (in 9.7eV
isochromats) as a direct transition to the bulk s-p band [3]. Similarly, the previous
observation of an increase in intensity just above the Fermi level (corresponding
to the d-band related peak) following oxygen adsorption that was assigned to an
oxygen induced state [1, 2] was not observed in this study. This intensity was
observed to decrease with oxygen adsorption in agreement with other studies.
For all three half-monolayer adsorption phases, KRIPES showed the existence of
adsorbate-induced antibonding states. The C and N-induced states were shown
to have a flat dispersion in energy with varying A?||, while the O-induced state
showed a strong dispersion. The different character of these states are explained
as being due to the p-states of the C and N interacting mainly with the Ni dband (changes in the occupied d-band for these systems having previously been
observed using photoemission), and the p-states of the O interacting principally
with the Ni s-p band. Considering the strong reconstructions induced by the C
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and N compared to the overlayer structure formed by O, these possible prefer
ences for interaction may be seen as a ’fingerprint’ o f the different reconstructions.
There are several experiments that would be of interest following the KRIPES
studies o f the three adsorption systems and which could not be conducted here
due to geometrical limitations of the KRIPES system. B y using a combination
of channel plate detectors (with appropriate filters) arranged perpendicular and
parallel to the sample surface, information on the symmetry of the unoccupied
states could be obtained.

This would be of value in further investigating the

Ni(100)(2 x 2)-N (p4g) structure where some polarisation sensitivity of the Ninduced state was observed. An investigation of the N i(100)c(2 x 2 )-0 adsorption
structure using higher isochromat energies (in our case limited by the cut-off fre
quency o f the LiF lens) would be beneficial in separating better the s-p band and
O-induced antibonding state contributions observable in this study. A KRIPES
study o f the graphitic phase on Ni(100) would also be o f interest in light of
ARUPS results which show a rigid shift of the graphitic bands by up to 1.5eV
relative to those of bulk graphite [4].
The strong promoting effect of alkali metals on metal oxidation has been inves
tigated in Chapter 5 by a core-level photoemission study o f the sodium promoted
oxidation o f A l ( l l l ) . Core-level photoemission measurements of the influence of
submonolayer coverages of Na on A l ( l l l ) on the uptake o f oxygen by this surface
show a strong promotion o f both oxygen dissociation and the formation of the
surface oxide. The Al(2p) spectra indicate the loss of intermediate chemically
shifted states characteristic o f a chemisorbed precursor to oxidation; the Na(2p)
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spectra however, indicate that such a state is still present but the bonding of the
surface oxygen is now strongly localised to the Na atoms. Th e results of this
investigation have been discussed in relation to recent structural information on
the adsorption site of sodium on A l ( l l l ) . The role of the Na atoms in the promo
tion is found to be local, with the increased oxidation rate resulting from a more
rapid filling o f the precursor state by enhanced oxygen dissociation rates. There
is some evidence that the final oxide state involves the intermixing of A1 and
Na metal atoms. Recent photoemission measurements (obtained with a better
resolution than used in this study) on the oxidation of A l ( l l l ) have implied that
there is a fourth intermediate chemically shifted state (in addition to the previ
ously observed three), and this has been attributed to A1 atoms at the interface
of the multilayer oxide that are not directly involved with the oxygen bonding [5].
This new result does not affect the conclusions of this study, although a further
study of the sodium promoted oxidation of A l ( l l l ) at this resolution would be
of interest especially for the investigation of the intermixing of A1 and Na metal
atoms in the final oxide state.
Chapter 6 presented results of a normal incidence standing X -ray wave study
to determine the adsorption site for methoxy on A l ( l l l ) . By recording the Xray absorption in the O atom o f the methoxy species at both the (111) and (111)
normal incidence Bragg scattering conditions (at normal and 70.5° to the surface),
the adsorption site was obtained by the process of real space trianguation. The
species was found to adsorb in a three-fold symmetric hollow site with an O-Al
layer spacing o f 0.70 ± 0.10A, (as found for oxygen in a previous NISXW study
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